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Abstract

This thesis presents a novel read-out method developed for cantilever-based
sensors. Cantilevers are thin beams clamped at one end and during the last
10 years they have emerged as an interesting new type of bio/chemical sen-
sor. The specific recognition of a chemical manifests itself as a bending of
the cantilever from the generated surface stress. Conventionally the read-out
used for this type of sensors is external and thereby very bulky. It is bene-
ficial to fabricate a miniaturised system. Moreover, improved sensitivity is
obtained by fabricating the cantilever in a polymeric material that has a low
Young’s modulus instead of the conventional materials Si and Si3N4.

Here, a novel read-out method is presented where optical waveguides are
used to integrate the light into the cantilever. It is an all-polymer device
where both the cantilever and the waveguides are fabricated in the negative
resist SU-8. Waveguides are structured on either side of the cantilever that is
free-hanging in a microfluidic channel. Light is guided into the system and
is either transmitted through the cantilever or reflected off the cantilever
front-end, depending on the mode of operation. This work shows that wave-
guides, only supporting the fundamental mode at 1 310 nm and with a
propagation loss of only 1.2 dB/cm can be fabricated and integrated with
free-hanging cantilevers. A theoretical model is developed to analyse the
read-out sensitivity of the two different read-out modes. From calibration
experiments the minimum detectable cantilever deflection in the transmis-
sion mode is measured as 45 nm, which compares well with the calculated
value of 30 nm. Proof-of-principle is shown for the reflection mode as well
but no conclusive value can be determined for the read-out sensitivity.

It is believed both these novel principles present interesting alternatives
for integrated read-out for cantilever based sensors to enable to fabrication
of point-of-care analysis systems.
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Dansk Resumé

Denne afhandling præsenterer en ny udlæsnings metode udviklet til cantilever-
baserede sensorer. Cantilevere er tynde vipper, der er fastgjorte i den ene
ende, og som igennem de seneste ti år har vist sig at være en interessant
ny type bio/kemisk sensor. Den specifikke genkendelse af et kemikalie viser
sig ved at cantileveren bøjer som følge af det skabte overfladestress. Tra-
ditionelt bliver denne krumning kontrolleret af den eksterne optiske udlæs-
nings metode kendt fra atomic force mikroskopet (AFM). Et s̊adant set-up
er dog meget stort. Det er derfor gavnligt at fremstille et formindsket system.
Desuden opn̊as forøget følsomhed ved at fremstille cantileveren af et plas-
tiskt materiale med et lavt Youngs modulus i stedet for af de traditionelle
materialer Si og Si3N4.

En ny udlæsning metode præsenteres her, hvor optiske bølgeledere bruges
til at integrere lys i cantileveren. Det er et af plast fremstillet apparat,
hvor b̊ade cantilevere og bølgeledere er fremstillet i det negative resist SU-8.
Bølgeledere er strukturer p̊a begge sider af en cantilever, der hænger frit i en
mikrofluid kanal. Lys ledes ind i systemet og bliver enten overført gennem
cantileveren eller kastet tilbage fra frontdelen af cantileveren, afhængig af
fremgangsm̊aden. Denne afhandling viser at bølgeledere som kun under-
støtter den fundamentale mode ved 1 310 nm og med et udbredelsestab p̊a
kun 1.2 dB/cm kan fremstilles og integreres med frit-hængende cantilevere.
En teoretisk model er blevet udviklet til at analysere følsomheden ved de to
forskellige udlæsningsmetoder. Baseret p̊a kalibrerings-
eksperimenter bliver det mindst sporbare cantilever-udslag i transmissions-
m̊aden målt til 45 nm, hvilket passer fint med den beregnede værdi p̊a 30 nm.
Proof-of-principle vises ogs̊a for refleksionsmetoden men ingen endegyldig
værdi kan bestemmes for udlæsningsfølsomheden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Sensors and biosensing

A sensor is a device that detects the presence of a specific stimuli and trans-
lates it into a measurable output signal [1]. Chemical sensors respond to
such stimuli through a chemical reaction between a capture probe and the
analyte [2]. This PhD thesis is focused on biosensors that are a subset to
chemical sensors with the specificity that the capture probe is of biological
nature, such as antibodies or enzymes [3]. Here, the capture probes consti-
tute the sensitive layer on the sensor and the analytes are the biomolecules
to be detected. This nomenclature is used throughout the thesis.

Figure 1.1: Different types of sensors in the human body. The tongue and the
nose are biosensors. The presence of an analyte is recorded by the sensitive
capture probes and is converted into an measurable output by a transducer
[4].
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Introduction

Biosensors are commonly used within medical analysis (e.g. HIV tests)
and pharmaceutical research to give two example areas. The traditional and
most commonly used biosensor, developed in 1971, is the Enzyme-Linked
ImmunoSorbent Assay (ELISA) [5]. Here, the fluorescently labelled ana-
lyte is captured by the probe layer and its presence is read-out optically
by observing the density of the fluorescent probes. This is proven a very
efficient biosensor but it is a rather time consuming and complex process
including many steps. Another disadvantage is the necessary labelling of the
analyte. The labelling increases the costs considerably both with respect
to reagents needed and work time. Furthermore, labelling of molecules is
extremely difficult and it often modifies the properties of the molecule in
question, which in turn might lead to errors in the final data interpretation.
Therefore, label-free biosensors are preferred. With the development of micro
technology and the area of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and
micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems (MOEMS) novel and more efficient
types of biosensors have been presented. Today there exist several types of
label-free biosensors on the market, such as; Quartz Crystal Microbalance
(QCM) (Q-Sense, Sweden) [6], Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) (BiaCore,
Sweden) [7], Diffractive Optics Technology (DOT) (Axela, Canada) [8] and
Resonant Waveguide Grating (RWG) (Corning, USA) [9].

All these biosensors provide a platform for the detection of different ana-
lytes, either in gas phase or in liquid phase. However, an ideal biosensor is
portable, can perform multiple measurements simultaneously and allows for
cost-efficient single use system, which these sensors do not.

1.2 Cantilever based biosensors

Micrometer sized cantilevers were initially developed for the technologies
scanning force microscopy (SFM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM), which
were invented in the 1980’s [10, 11] and are today two of the most impor-
tant tools within the research area of micro fabrication and nanotechnol-
ogy. In the 1990’s it was realised that such cantilevers can also be used
as environmental and chemical sensors [12, 13]. The first application of a
microcantilever as a biosensor was presented in 1996 by Baselt et al. [14]
and the research field has expanded fast since then [15].

To detect molecules the cantilever can be operated either in dynamic or
static mode. In the dynamic mode, the resonance frequency of the can-
tilever is monitored as the analyte binds to the probe layer [16]. The probe
molecules are distributed over the whole cantilever and the decrease in res-
onance frequency as a result of the added mass from the analyte is read as
the output signal.

2 M. Nordström
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Chemicals binding onto the cantilever surface not only add a mass but
also generate surface stress changes. Due to the large surface-area-to-volume-
ratio (∼ 1,000,000) of the cantilever, such surface stress changes affect the
cantilever greatly. By carefully ensuring the probe molecules only bind to
one of the cantilever surfaces, a differential surface stress is generated, which
bends the cantilever [17]. This is the principle of operation of the static mode,
shown schematically in figure 1.2. This thesis work is completely focused on
cantilevers applied in the static mode of detection.

Figure 1.2: Operation principle of cantilevers for static mode detection. As
the analyte reacts with the probe molecule on one side of the cantilever a
differential surface stress is generated that bends the cantilever. This bend-
ing is read as the output signal of the sensor. Image courtesy to Rodolphe
Marie.

Since the research area on cantilever-based biosensing was born several
applications such as the detection of cancer markers [18,19], pesticides and
heavy metal ions [20, 21] and the discrimination of single base-pair mis-
matches in DNA [22] have been presented to name but a few. A typical
surface stress change generated from the immobilisation of DNA is 4 mN/m
[23–25]. The fundamental theory of the interactions resulting in the surface
stress has been studied and several propositions have been given [24,26–29].
It has also been shown that a greater cantilever bending is generated if the
probe molecule and analyte are maintained as close to the cantilever sur-
face as possible [30, 31]. The use of a reference cantilever for measurements
has also been established as a standard operating procedure to obtain reli-
able data [32]. The need for this is because the cantilever reacts with most
changes in its environment and not only those associated with the chemi-
cal bindings. This means that temperature variations, pressure changes and
pH alterations also result in a read-out signal generated by the cantilever.
By using a reference cantilever subjected to the same conditions but with a
coating that is inert to the analyte, the signal caused by the artifacts can be
subtracted. The reference cantilever shall be structured on the same chip as
the sensing cantilever to ensure that the external conditions are identical.
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Structuring many cantilevers in an array on a single chip also opens up for
the possibility to perform multiple detections simultaneously and thereby
greatly increase throughput.

The most commonly used material to fabricate cantilevers in is Si [33] and
Si3N4 [34] and cantilevers in these materials are commercially available from
a series of vendors [35–37]. However, fabricating the cantilevers in polymeric
material opens up for an increase in sensitivity since the softer polymeric
material bends more for the same applied surface stress. The Nanoprobes
research group has previously shown both the fabrication of simple SU-8
cantilevers and cantilevers with integrated read-out [38–40]. During recent
years cantilevers fabricated in other types of polymers have also been pre-
sented such as; Polystyrene [41], Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [42] and
epoxies such as UVO-114 [43]. The response of the cantilever is usually read-
out by the optical leverage principle known from AFM [44,45] but different
integrated read-out methods have also been developed [46,47].

The main advantages of cantilever-based detection system are (i) it is a
label-free detection process (ii) real-time read-out is given (iii) small amounts
of reagents are needed (iv) the small size also allows for miniaturisation,
making a portable detection system possible and (v) the cantilevers can eas-
ily be structured into an array, allowing for simultaneous multiple detections.
However, for the cantilever-based biosensor to reveal its true and full poten-
tial as a miniaturised biosensor an integrated and stable read-out is required
as this will open up for the possibility to fabricate point-of-care devices. The
aim of this PhD project is to fabricate a polymeric cantilever-based biosensor
with integrated optical read-out. By structuring the cantilevers in a polymer
an increase in sensitivity can be expected. The read-out facilitates the fabri-
cation of a portable device for point-of-care diagnostics as no large external
detection equipment is needed. The aim is also to provide a read-out with a
possibly higher sensitivity compared to existing integrated read-out schemes.
A further advantage of this read-out method is that it might create a more
robust system where the read-out scheme is not sensitive to the presence
of conductive liquids or the disturbance of external electromagnetic fields.
The focus of this PhD work is purely on the technical side of the system; to
design, fabricate and characterise a novel integrated read-out method. This
means that no bio/chemical measurements are performed with the complete
system.

Previous work within the field

The most common read-out method for cantilever sensors, as mentioned
above, is the optical lever method know from AFM [44]. Figure 1.3(A) shows
an image where this principle is presented. Light from the light source (LS)
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is directed towards the cantilever and reflected onto a photo-detector (PD).
As seen in the figure all the components of the set-up are placed outside the
cantilever sensing system. This means that the set-up is rather large and
bulky. Moreover, since the light is reflected off the top-side of the cantilever
there might be artifacts in the read-out from the binding of the analyte onto
the cantilever because the chemical reaction occurs at the same position as
where the light is reflected. Moreover, the alignment procedure of the laser
light can be both complex and time-consuming.

(A) (B)

Figure 1.3: Side view of two systems comparing external and integrated
optical read-out schemes. (A) Principle of the optical lever detection read-
out known from AFM. As the cantilever deflects the position of the reflected
laser light at the position-sensitive photo-diode is altered [48]. (B) Here, both
the light sources and the photo-detector are brought closer to the cantilever
by using integrated optics to make a more compact biosensor [50].

In the Derwent patent database [49] there exists a variety of interesting
solutions where integrated optics is applied to reduce the size of the de-
tection set-up. B.M. Evans et al. present a system where the cantilever is
structured over a waveguide that directs the light towards the cantilever,
figure 1.3(B) [50]. The advantage of this system is that the alignment step
is greatly simplified. Moreover, the system can be made more compact since
the distance of the light path is greatly shortened. However, the light is still
reflected off the back-side of the cantilever, which might introduce large lev-
els of noise in the detections caused by the scattering of the probe molecules.

Lucent Technologies Inc. and researches at the University of Huntsville-
Alabama have independently solved this problem by not reflecting the light
off the cantilever but integrating a waveguide into the cantilever struc-
ture [51, 52]. The light exiting the waveguide is detected on the opposite
side via coupling into an output waveguide. As the cantilever deflects less
light can couple across the gap and the decrease in the throughput intensity
is simply translated into a measure of the cantilever deflection. Figure 1.4
shows the working principle of these two systems. In figure 1.4(A) the can-
tilever waveguide is marked with the number 250 and the input and output
waveguides are marked with the number 400. In figure 1.4(B) number 22 is
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the input waveguide, number 30 is the cantilever waveguide and number 34
is the output waveguide. Similar systems are also presented in the literature
by Zinoviev et al. [53] and Xu et al. [54].

(A) (B)

Figure 1.4: Top view of two systems where a waveguide is integrated into the
cantilever. Both these systems are operated in transmission mode where light
travels through the cantilever. This means that the cantilever waveguides is
very sensitive to any variations in the surrounding medium [51,52].

These systems show an interesting read-out principle but still there are
many sources of read-out artifacts present. Since the cantilever itself acts as
a waveguide the system becomes very sensitive to changes in the refractive
index of the surrounding medium. In a typical bio/chemical measurement
the cantilever is flushed in buffer after the probe molecules are bound onto
the cantilever to remove any non-specifically bound molecules [55]. The re-
fractive index of this solution will not be identical to the measurement so-
lute, which will change the coupling efficiency across the gap. Moreover, the
induced surface stress in the cantilever generated by the analytes binding
might affect the refractive index of the waveguide core itself and alter the
read-out signal.

1.3 Novelty and aim of this project

The system presented in this PhD thesis comprises a polymeric cantilever
with an integrated optical read-out scheme. Two modes of operation are
investigated, the transmission mode and the reflection mode.

The transmission mode read-out is the same as described in figure 1.4
with the exception that the system fabricated here is an all-polymer device.
For the reflection mode a waveguide is structured on the opposite side of the
micro-channel to the cantilever. This waveguide acts as input waveguide and
the exiting light is reflected off the cantilever front-end. As the cantilever
deflects due to reaction with the analyte, less light is back-reflected into
the input waveguide. The working principle of the system in both modes is
shown schematically in figure 1.5.
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(A) (B)

Figure 1.5: Novel read-out method for polymeric cantilever based sensors.
(A) The cantilever acts as a waveguide and the intensity of the throughput
light is measured in the transmission mode of operation. (B) In the reflection
mode light from an integrated waveguide is reflected off the cantilever front-
end. As the cantilever deflects, less light is back-reflected into the input
waveguide. Images courtesy to Daniel Haefliger.

Both read-out modes are investigated as a comparison to find the best
suited detection scheme, both with respect to sensitivity and user-friendliness
but also with respect to noise levels and stability of operation. It shall be
noted that neither of these integrated read-out modes have been presented
before in an all-polymer device. By reflecting the light off the front-end of
the cantilever instead of the top surface, disturbance in the read-out signal
from structural and chemical changes occurring on the cantilever surface
due to the molecular bindings is avoided. This detection method also makes
the device more stable since the cantilever is not used as a waveguide but
purely as a mechanical structure which the light is reflected off. With respect
to miniaturisation both detection modes are equally and highly suited since
the use of bulky detection equipment is avoided and only a simple light
emitting diode and a photo-diode are required. Moreover, these read-out
methods make it possible to place all optical equipment in the packaging
of the device. This drastically reduces the costs involved in fabricating a
single-use system since the sensing cantilever is the only part that needs
to be replaced. Both read-out modes are compatible with an array of can-
tilevers, which means that a high throughput of analysis samples can be
obtained. It is believed that both these integrated read-out methods can
offer hand-held devices with a potentially higher sensitivity and more stable
read-out than existing hand-held biosensors.

The aim of this project is to show that polymeric cantilevers structured in
an array can be fabricated with a novel integrated optical read-out method.
To achieve these aims, a new fabrication method is developed to fabricate
the free-hanging cantilever structures. Moreover, a theoretical model for the
read-out sensitivity is developed and applied to quantify the read-out sen-
sitivity. The cantilevers and waveguides fabricated are characterised indi-
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vidually. Lastly, the system is characterised where both read-out modes are
monitored as the cantilever is mechanically deflected a known distance. No
real-life applications are shown with this system since that is outside the
scope of this PhD work but the commercial interest for this type of prod-
uct was investigated by the participation in the business plan competition
Venture Cup 2005/2006.

1.4 Outline of thesis

Chapter 2 discusses the aspects considered for the development of the sys-
tem. It gives an introduction to the important parameters of both waveguide
and cantilever design. The design of the final system is presented.

Chapter 3 presents experimental results from the four different polymers
investigated during this PhD project. It shows the effects of process varia-
tions on the optical properties of the waveguide materials.

Chapter 4 describes the fabrication process of the complete system and
addresses some specific considerations that need to be made.

Chapter 5 shows the theoretical calculations on the sensitivity of the read-
out of this system.

Chapter 6 contains the work on the optical characterisation of the wave-
guide structures in the system. Studies are performed to ensure the waveguides
are single-mode and to find the most suitable wavelength of operation of the
final system.

Chapter 7 shows work done with the polymeric cantilevers separate from
the detection system. This work is performed by Montserrat Calleja in the
Nanomechanics laboratory at CNM-CSIC, Madrid, Spain.

Chapter 8 gives details on the mechanical characterisation of the read-
out methods. Proof-of-principle is shown for both the reflection and the
transmission mode.

Chapter 9 concludes on the work and the achieved results and gives an
outlook onto an alternative read-out method.

Appendix A derives the requirement for increasing the signal-to-noise ra-
tio in the reflection mode read-out.

Appendix B gives the fabrication sequence of the system where all process
parameters are listed.

Appendix C shows how the mode profile of the waveguides are calculated
using the Gaussian approximation.

Appendix D describes the theoretical model and gives details on the cal-
culation of the coupling efficiencies of the two different read-out modes.

Appendix E contains the fabrication sequence for the chips comprising
cantilevers alone.

Finally, Appendix F includes a list of publications generated from this
PhD project.
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Chapter 2

System design

This chapter discusses the design considerations of the system both with
respect to the optical waveguides and the cantilevers. To provide a solid
understanding of the aspects that are of importance, some basic waveguide
and cantilever theory is first presented. This thesis bears no intentions of
giving a thorough introduction to the theory of either structure but rather
to present the necessary tools for the development and fabrication of this
system. In the last two sections the final design of the system is presented
with respect to material choice, fabrication method and chip layout.

2.1 Design considerations

The long-term aim of use of the sensor system developed here is point-of-
care diagnostics, which means that the sensor should be able to perform
bio/chemical analyses outside a laboratory. The work presented here is the
first step of the product development and for this project the aim is rather
proof-of-principle. However, it is still important to keep the long-term per-
spective in mind already from the start. Therefore, before deciding on the
sensor design and material choices the different requirements imposed need
to be considered:

Since the system is intended to be operated outside a laboratory:

• it must be a stable and robust system

• the signal read-out must be straight-forward to interpret

• only small amounts of liquids and reagents should be required

• false-positive and false-negative signals must be kept to a minimum

• no pre-treatments should be necessary before the system can be used

9
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To make it a profitable venture case:

• the processing should be fast and simple

• the full-scale production, including all process steps such as chemical
activation and packaging, must be economically profitable

• transportation and storage costs must be kept to a minimum

• all parts of the system should preferably be fabricated with the same
technique

• the product must have many applications to attract a large group of
possible customers

To ensure that the system delivers the mentioned requirements, the design
must be such that:

• the waveguides are single-mode in the vertical direction

• the optical losses in the waveguides are low, not exceeding 3 dB/cm

• the refractive index step is tuned to ensure a good coupling efficiency
between the input fiber and the waveguide structures

• the waveguide is in-homogenous, i.e. that there is a small difference
in the refractive index between the top and bottom claddings so the
mode profile is not perfectly centered in the waveguide

• the material choice ensures high sensitivity of the cantilever, capable to
detect surface stress changes in the order of mN/m, which is a typical
value for a DNA immobilisation [23–25]

• the optical properties of the materials are known and possible to con-
trol

As will be seen at the end of this chapter, most of these requirements
are fulfilled but before going into details on the design, a few subsections
with general waveguide and cantilever theory are presented for background
knowledge.

2.2 Basic waveguide theory

A waveguide is a structure consisting of a guiding material, the core and a
surrounding material, the cladding. The light travels inside the core by total
internal reflection [56]. Figure 2.1 shows the different waveguide types used
in this work.
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(A) (B) (C)

Figure 2.1: The different waveguide types used in this work. (A) Rib waveg-
uide where air acts as cladding on the top and sides of the waveguide core.
(B) Channel waveguide with air as top cladding and the lower cladding sur-
rounds the sides of the waveguide core. (C) Embedded waveguide with the
same material as top and bottom cladding covering the whole waveguide
core. The top cladding of the embedded waveguide will normally show a
slight protrusion from the core layer as indicated in (C). The refractive in-
dex of the core must be higher than the refractive index of the surrounding
cladding for waveguiding to occur.

For waveguiding to occur, the refractive index of the core (nco) must be
larger than the refractive index of the cladding (ncl). A large index step
ensures a good confinement of the light to the core whereas a smaller step
allows for a greater spread of the light into the cladding layer. The light
travels in two polarised modes, the TE mode (transverse electric) and the
TM mode (transverse magnetic). Throughout this thesis only the TE polar-
isation is considered because the optical detectors used are not polarisation
sensitive. Moreover, only a minor birefringence is expected in these waveg-
uide structures, which is discussed further in Chapter 3.

Number of modes: V-parameter

The number of modes in a waveguide depends on the wavelength of opera-
tion, the size of the waveguide and the refractive index step between the two
materials. For material combinations with a very small index step (nco ' ncl)
the weak-guidance approximation applies [57]. In this regime the normalised
frequency, V, is a measure of the number of guided modes. The constrain
for single-mode propagation is V ≤ 2.136.

V =
2π
λ0
ρ(n2

co − n2
cl)

1/2 (2.1)

where λ0 is the free-space wavelength, nco is the refractive index of the core,
ncl is the refractive index of the cladding and ρ is the half height or width
of the waveguide structure.
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From equation (2.1) it can be seen that with a small index step, the
dimensions of the waveguide are allowed to be in the order of 10 µm and
still the waveguide only supports the fundamental mode at wavelengths in
the near-infra red region.

Numerical aperture

The numerical aperture (NA) is a measure of the acceptance angle of the
waveguide [58]. The light is butt-coupled into the waveguide from an optical
fibre and to obtain a high coupling efficiency, the NA of the fiber and the
waveguide should be matched. The NA of the fibres used in this work is
0.13 [59].

Numerical Aperture = (n2
co − n2

cl)
1/2 (2.2)

where nco is the refractive index of the core and ncl is the refractive index
of the cladding material.

Fresnel reflections

When light crosses different material borders, not all the power is transmit-
ted but some is back-reflected due to Fresnel reflections [56]. The expression
for rays of perpendicular impact is

RFres =
(
n1 − n2

n1 + n2

)2

(2.3)

where n1 is the refractive index of the material the light exits from and n2

is the refractive index of the medium the light enters into.

For the situation where the light exits the input waveguide (nco = 1.5725
at 1 310 nm) and enters into air (nair = 1.00), equation (2.3) shows that
approximately 4.5 % of the light is reflected back into the waveguide. If the
gap is filled with water instead (nwater = 1.33), only 0.7 % is reflected back.
This phenomenon is highly important both when coupling light in and out
of the chip but also when considering the sensitivity of the two read-out
modes.

Gaussian approximation

The waveguides developed in this work are aimed for single-mode excitation.
The intensity profile of the light can therefore be approximated with a Gaus-
sian wavefunction. Figure 2.2 plots the intensity profile of the fundamental
mode. The width of the mode depends on the dimensions of the waveguide
and the index step between the core and the cladding materials [57]. Inside
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a waveguide the light is confined, which means that the width of the mode
is constant. The width of the mode is denoted by the mode field diameter
(MFD) which is measured as the full width of the intensity profile at an
intensity I = I0/e2.

Figure 2.2: The light intensity follows the Gaussian distribution inside the
waveguides. The width of the mode is defined by its mode field diameter
(MFD) which is marked in the figure. For clarity, the definition of the beam
waist which determines the development of the intensity profile when the
light exits the waveguide is also marked.

Beam divergence

When the light exits the waveguide its width is no longer constrained and
after traveling a distance l its beam waist, w(l), increases as

w(l) = w0

[
1 +

(
λ0l

πw2
0

)2
]1/2

(2.4)

where w0 is the beam waist when the light exits the waveguide, λ0 is the
free-space wavelength and l is the distance travelled [58]. w0 is marked in
figure 2.2.

The equation shows that a beam with an initially small beam waist will
spread more quickly in a shorter distance travelled than a beam with an
initial larger waist. This is an important phenomenon to consider when
deciding on the height of the waveguides in the system.
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2.3 Read-out requirements

The cantilever bending is determined by monitoring the intensity of the light
either reflected off the cantilever (reflection mode) or transmitted through
the cantilever (transmission mode). It shall be possible to operate the system
simultaneously in both modes to compare the two.

Single-mode

It is crucial that the waveguide is single-mode in the vertical direction for a
straight-forward read-out, since it is in this plane the cantilever moves. This
is shown schematically in figure 2.3. If the waveguide were multi mode, the
intensity profile would show several peaks as the cantilever deflects and it
would not be easy to determine the position of the cantilever.

(A)

(B)

Figure 2.3: Side view of the input waveguide and the cantilever. The waveg-
uide needs to be single-mode in the plane of movement of the cantilever to
ensure that the intensity of the output light can be directly related to the
bending of the cantilever. Here, a comparison is shown between a single-
mode (green solid line) and a multi mode (red broken line) waveguide.

Mode centering

A perfectly centered waveguide mode results in a low sensitivity at small
cantilever deflections since the Gaussian profile is almost constant at the
center position, as seen in figure 2.2. A waveguide mode that is slightly off-
centered shows a higher sensitivity since the cantilever movement is in the
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region of the steepest slope of the intensity profile. This is shown schemati-
cally in figure 2.4. It is therefore preferential to structure an in-homogeneous
waveguide.

(A)

(B)

Figure 2.4: Side view of the input waveguide and the cantilever. It is prefer-
able that the mode of the input waveguide is no perfectly centered. Here,
a comparison is shown between a perfectly centered mode (green solid line)
and a waveguide mode that is slightly off-centered (red broken line).

Waveguide propagation loss

It is important that the waveguide material does not absorb at the wave-
length of operation as this will significantly reduce the signal-to-noise ratio.
A maximum waveguide propagation loss of 3 dB/cm is acceptable since the
length of the waveguide typically is only 1 - 2 cm.

Detection system

The light intensity is detected with a photo-detector. The sensitivity of this
detector is limited by the shot noise and the thermal noise caused by the
inherent randomness in the photon stream [58]. The noise level of the photo-
detectors used in this set-up is approximately 5 nW as determined experi-
mentally.

Chip layout

The layout of the chip shall ensure that it is possible to operate the chip
both in reflection and transmission mode simultaneously. There must also
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be at least two cantilevers so that one can act as measurement cantilever
and the other as reference cantilever. Furthermore, there must be a reference
light path from where the propagation and coupling losses of the system can
be determined and from where it can be confirmed that the light propagates
through the system.

2.4 Basic cantilever theory

The cantilevers are operated in static mode where it is the bending generated
from molecular bindings on the cantilever that is monitored. However, there
are also other effects that will bend the cantilever and cause artifacts in the
read-out of the measurement.

Surface stress sensitivity

From Stoney’s equation of stresses in thin films, the resulting cantilever
deflection, ∆d, generated by a differential surface stress is calculated as

∆d =
3(1− ν) l2

Et2
∆σ (2.5)

where ν and E is the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of the cantilever
material respectively, l and t is the length and the thickness of the cantilever
respectively and ∆σ is the differential surface stress [60].

It is seen that the sensitivity of the cantilever increases with the square
of the length and that it is beneficial to use a material with a low Young’s
modulus. However, increased length and a softer material also mean that
the cantilever will have difficulties to support itself, which needs to be com-
pensated for in the design.

Molecular recognition

The upper and lower surfaces of the cantilever need to have different sur-
faces since no bending will be generated of the cantilever if equal amount
of molecules can attach on either side. To selectively bind the analyte onto
only one surface of the cantilever, the cantilever can be fabricated in two
different materials or the chemical composition of one of the surfaces can be
modified.

Temperature dependence

During the operation of the sensor small temperature fluctuations are likely
to occur as a result of buffer changes or from changes in the temperature
of the surrounding. If the cantilever is fabricated in two different materials,
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these temperature fluctuations result in cantilever bendings from the bi-
morph effect calculated as

∆d =
3l2(α1 − α2)∆T

t1 + t2


(
1 + t1

t2

)2

3
(
1 + t1

t2

)2
+

(
1 + t1

t2
E1
E2

) (
t21
t22

+ t2
t1
E2
E1

)
 (2.6)

where l is the length of the cantilever, ∆T is the temperature variation,
t1 and t2 are the thicknesses, α1 and α2 are the thermal expansion co-
efficients and E1 and E2 are the Young’s modulus of the two materials re-
spectively [61].

From the equation it is seen that it is an advantage to use two materi-
als that have as similar material properties as possible to reduce artificial
deflections of the cantilever from temperature fluctuations.

2.5 Design

Considering the requirements listed above on the waveguide properties and
cantilever behaviour the following decisions were made on the design of the
system and its fabrication process.

2.5.1 Material choice

To ensure a high sensitivity of the cantilever and to obtain a fast and simple
processing, the chip is fabricated completely in polymeric materials. The
waveguide and cantilever are structured in the same layer in one polymer.
The micro fluidic system as well as the chip body, that also makes up the
cladding of the waveguides, are structured in a different polymer. It is prefer-
able to make the waveguide as large as possible to make alignment and
coupling of light into the waveguide as easy as possible. The index step be-
tween the core and the cladding should be accordingly small to ensure the
waveguide still only supports the fundamental mode. Figure 2.5 shows the
maximum thickness of the waveguide core fabricated in the polymer SU-8
using a variety of possible cladding materials and maintaining the single-
mode constrain defined in section 2.2. From these considerations, the poly-
mer mr-L is chosen as the cladding material of the final system. Its material
properties are discussed in Chapter 3.

2.5.2 Fabrication method

The fabrication method of the system is UV-lithography since this enables a
straight-forward processing with a line resolution down to 1 µm. Alternative
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Figure 2.5: The maximum height of the waveguide is calculated from equa-
tion (2.1) to ensure single-mode propagation with different cladding mate-
rials at 1 310 nm. The waveguide core is fabricated in SU-8.

fabrication methods for polymers are nanoimprint lithography (NIL) [62],
hot embossing [63], injection moulding [64] or patterning by other types of
radiation such as X-ray or electron-beam [65, 66]. However, for the fabrica-
tion of this system none of these methods are appropriate as they are more
complicated and costly than UV-lithography and do not provide any crucial
advantages. As will be seen in Chapter 9 UV-lithography does have some
limitations and to compensate for these the technology of ’Step-and-Flash’
is also investigated.

2.5.3 Waveguide and cantilever dimensions

The waveguides and the cantilevers are fabricated from the same layer and
will therefore have the same thickness whereas the widths may differ. The
thickness of this layer is determined from an interplay of the four important
aspects (i) the cantilever shall be as thin as possible for increased sensitivity,
equation (2.5) (ii) the cantilever cannot be too thin as it will not be able
to support its own weight (iii) the waveguide cannot be too thin since this
will not result in a Gaussian intensity profile of the light as it reaches the
cantilever, equation (5.2) and (iv) the waveguide shall be as thick as possible
for improved coupling efficiency between the fibers but remain single-mode,
equation (2.1).

Figure 2.6 shows the V-parameter, cantilever deflection and beam diver-
gence as a function of the half height, ρ, of the input waveguide and can-
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Figure 2.6: Interplay between the three important parameters of the can-
tilever waveguide as its thickness varies.

tilever. For the calculations the cantilever length is taken to be 200 µm, the
distance between the input waveguide and the cantilever is taken as 10 µm
and a differential surface stress of 4 mN/m is assumed. This is a typical value
of a surface stress change generated by the immobilisation of DNA [23–25].

Previous experience from cantilever fabrication shows that a thickness
of 5 µm for a 200 µm long cantilever is a good compromise between me-
chanical stability during processing and sensitivity for bio/chemical appli-
cations [39, 67]. Especially, it is important that the cantilevers will not col-
lapse when submerged in liquid, as for example during development of the
polymer. The layer is therefore structured with 4.5 µm thickness. This re-
sults in a V-parameter of 1.28 in the vertical direction for the waveguide,
which is well below the threshold value of 2.136. The final beam waist when
the light reaches the cantilever at this thickness is 3.36 µm. This value is
also acceptable since the spread of the beam is not significant. The result-
ing cantilever bending for a surface stress change of 4 mN/m is 5.6 nm.
This is a very small deflection which might be difficult to monitor both in
reflection mode as well as in transmission mode. However, other types of
molecular recognitions will generate larger cantilever deflections since the
surface stress generated is highly dependent on the binding mechanism of
the probe molecule and analyte [31, 68]. Moreover, it shall be kept in mind
that the aim of this work is to show proof-of-principle of these novel read-
out mechanisms and for that mechanical stability is more important than
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ultimate sensitivity. Figure 2.7 clearly presents the issue where two SEM
images of cantilevers fabricated with a thickness of 4.5 µm are compared.
The shorter cantilevers are free-hanging whereas the longer cantilevers stick
to the bottom of the channel due to non-sufficient mechanical stability.

(A) (B)

Figure 2.7: SEM images comparing cantilevers that can and cannot support
their own weight. (A) These cantilevers are 100 µm long and 75 µm wide.
(B) These cantilevers have the same width but are 300 µm long and are seen
to collapse during the processing. The input waveguides on these two chips
are structured with lenses.

The cantilevers are structured with different widths and lengths to com-
pare the stability and to monitor the effect of process optimisations on a
variety of structures. The different cantilever dimensions are listed in table
(2.1).

Cantilever Width (µm) Length (µm)
1 50 100
2 50 200
3 75 100
4 75 200
5 75 300
6 100 200
7 100 300

Table 2.1: Dimensions of the cantilevers fabricated in this project. The wider
and shorter cantilevers are more stable, which is also seen in figure 2.7. The
calibration experiment in Chapter 8 are performed on type 3 cantilevers.

In some systems the end facet of the input waveguide is structured as a
lens for improved focusing of the light onto the cantilevers. Unfortunately,
this feature was never studied in the project due to lack of time.
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Optical circuit

All systems fabricated have four free-hanging cantilevers protruding across
a microchannel. The cantilevers also act as output waveguides and there
are input waveguides on the opposite side of the microchannel. The gap
between the cantilever and the input waveguide is either 5 µm or 10 µm. In
the reflection mode the light exits the input waveguide and travels across
the gap where the light that hits the cantilever is reflected back towards
the input waveguide. Once the light reaches the input waveguide it will
couple back and exit the system. For the reflection mode it is therefore only
necessary to structure waveguides one side of the channel, directly opposite
the cantilever. In the transmission mode the light couples into the cantilever
after it has crossed the gap and propagates through this structure and the
connected output waveguide out of the chip. This means that there must be
two waveguides on opposite sides of the gap and that the cantilever serves
as the first part of the output waveguide. Figure 2.8 shows an optical image
of a chip with the two light paths schematically drawn.

Figure 2.8: Microscope image of the chip layout with the two different read-
out modes schematically shown. In the reflection mode (top) the light reflects
off the cantilever front-end and couples back into the input waveguide. In
the transmission mode (bottom) the light couples through the cantilever
and out of the system via the output waveguide. The dark region is the
microchannel the cantilevers are situated in.

It was initially believed that it was crucial for the input waveguide and
the cantilever to have the same width to ensure a sufficiently good cou-
pling efficiency for the transmission mode. Moreover, it was believed to be
crucial that the input and output waveguides should contain s-bends to re-
duce the amount of stray light collected by the output fiber. Therefore, the
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”1st generation” layout was structured with tapers on both the input and
output waveguides (tapered down to 10 µm from initial cantilever width)
and with s-bends on both sides of the cantilever in opposite directions, figure
2.9.

Figure 2.9: Chip layout for the ”1st generation” chip structure. The waveg-
uides and the different regions have been marked for clarity. The dark areas
at the channel region and outside the chip is the Cr/Au integrated mask,
discussed in Chapter 4.

From a design viewpoint the radius of curvature of the s-bends shall be
as small as possible to be able to fabricate a smaller system. However, an
s-bend with a smaller radius of curvature results in a greater optical loss. The
minimum radius ensuring an acceptable loss is determined by the refractive
index step and the width of the waveguide [69]. The values are plotted in
figure 2.10 for a 3 µm, 5 µm and 10 µm wide waveguide. All waveguides are
4.5 µm high. The optical circuit is based on 10 µm wide waveguides so the
radius of curvature needs to be greater than 3 mm. For the design of the
1st generation, the s-bends included have a radius of 5 mm. However, it was
later realised that the structures could not guide any light at all. This might
be due to a smaller index step than assumed in the calculations. Moreover,
it was seen that the extra losses introduced by the tapers exceeded what was
gained in increased coupling efficiency. Therefore, the design of the optical
circuit is greatly simplified for the ”2nd generation” of the system.

For the 2nd generation the input waveguides are 10 µm wide and the out-
put waveguides are tapered down from the cantilever width to 10 µm. This
tapering is designed to ensure a good coupling efficiency between the waveg-
uide and the input and output fibers. For reference light paths, four extra
10 µm wide straight waveguides are included in each chip. These waveg-
uides are situated at the edges of the chip and do not interfere with the
light guiding at the cantilever area. Figure 2.11 shows an optical image of a
2nd generation chip with the different regions marked.
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Figure 2.10: With decreasing radius of curvature more light is lost from the
waveguide. A 10 µm wide waveguide can have a minimum radius of curva-
ture of 3 mm and still ensure an acceptable propagation loss. The values are
calculated for an index step of 0.004.

Figure 2.11: Chip layout for the ”2nd generation” chip structure. The waveg-
uides and the different regions have been marked for clarity. The dark area
at the channel region and outside the chip is the Cr/Au integrated mask
used for the fabrication.

Inclined waveguide facets

As previously discussed in the chapter some of the light crossing between
different material regions is back-reflected due to Fresnel reflections,
equation (2.3). Figure 2.12 shows the situation schematically. When the light
exits the input waveguide 4.5 % is back-reflected immediately if the gap is
assumed to be filled with air. This light intensity is of the same order as the
amount of light coupled back into the waveguide after being reflected off the
cantilever front-end. It is the light reflected off the cantilever that is used for
the read-out so it is clearly understood that the 4.5 % light directly back-
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reflected into the input waveguide significantly reduces the signal-to-noise
ratio since the photo-detector cannot differ between the two light sources.

Figure 2.12: Light is reflected both off the input waveguide/air interface as
well as off the cantilever front-end. The detector cannot differ these two
sources of light so the signal-to-noise level of the read-out mode is low.

To reduce this noise input, the waveguide facets can be structured at an
angle to the normal so the back-reflected light from the waveguide facet is
not guided by the waveguide. At the same time it must be ensured that the
light reflected off the cantilever front-end is guided. To ensure this, both the
input waveguide facet and the cantilever front-end need to be structured at
an angle to the normal. Appendix A shows the full derivation of the possible
angles and the limits. Unfortunately, no structures with this feature were
studied during the project time, simply due to lack of time.

2.6 Summary

In this Chapter the design aspects and considerations of the system have
been discussed. As a summary the different initial requirements stated are
listed again to show that most requirements are fulfilled.

• it must be a stable and robust system - different cantilever dimen-
sions are investigated and the type 3 cantilever is found to be the most
suitable one

• the signal read-out must be straight-forward - the cantilever deflection
is simply read out by an intensity measurement

• only small amounts of liquids and reagents should be required - a
micro-fluidic system is structured around the cantilevers to ensure that
the introduced reagents are directly transported to the cantilevers
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• false-positive and false-negative signals must be kept to a minimum -
multiple cantilevers are structured in every system so that at least one
cantilever can be used as a reference cantilever

• no pre-treatments should be necessary before the system can be used
- this has not been studied during this project but it is anticipated that
activation of the cantilevers can be performed before the system is sup-
plied to the customer

• the processing should be fast and simple - UV-lithography is a very
simple fabrication method with a processing time of approximately three
days for a complete batch of chips

• the full-scale production must be economically profitable - UV-lithography
is available in most production plants and this process can easily be up-
scaled

• transportation and storage costs must be minimised - the final chip
has dimensions of only 4 mm × 1.65 cm × 45 µm and the material is
very light

• all parts of the system should preferably be fabricated with the same
technique - all layers are structured with UV-lithography to ensure pro-
cessing compatibility

• the product must have many applications to attract a large group of
possible customers - the application of this system is not determined
by the fabrication but will be the choice of each end-user

• the waveguides must be single-mode in the vertical direction - care is
taken to find a material combination and to use the maximum allowed
dimensions of the waveguide to ensures this

• the optical losses in the waveguides should be low - spectral scans are
performed to find the most suitable wavelength of operation

• the refractive index step is tuned to ensure a good coupling efficiency
between the input fiber and the waveguide structures - the material
combination chosen has a NA of 0.14 which compares well with the
fiber NA of 0.13

• the waveguide is in-homogenous, i.e. that there is a small difference in
the refractive index of the top and bottom claddings so the mode pro-
file is not perfectly centered in the waveguide - the effect of variations
of process parameters on the resulting refractive index is studied to
ensure this even though the same material is used for top and bottom
cladding
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• the material choice should ensure high sensitivity of the cantilever
- using a polymeric material with a low Young’s modulus ensures a
greater deflection for a specific surface stress applied

• the optical properties of the materials should be known and possible to
control - careful investigations are performed on the effect of processing
conditions on the optical properties of the waveguide materials
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Materials

Based on the requirements for the system as discussed in the previous chap-
ter an all-polymer device is fabricated. The advantages are that polymers as
device material result in a softer and more sensitive cantilever and the pro-
cessing is very cost-efficient. Moreover, during the last couple of years it has
been shown that single-mode waveguides with low propagation losses can be
fabricated in polymers [70]. During this project, four different polymers are
investigated. This chapter discusses each polymer with respect to processing
and material properties. This chapter also shows that the optical properties
are significantly affected by the processing conditions of the polymers.

3.1 ORMOCERs

The first material combination used belongs to a new polymer range, OR-
MOCERs, developed by MicroResist GmbH, Germany [71]. These polymers
have been developed especially for the MOEMS community by combining
good mechanical stability with low optical losses. Several research groups
have previously presented work with the polymers where both mechanical
structures and waveguides are fabricated [72–75]. The material is made of
a hybrid chemical structure with an inorganic backbone (-Si-O-Si-) and or-
ganic side chains that ensure a high cross-linking density. The polymer is a
negative resist which can be structured with conventional UV-lithography.
There are several polymers in the material range and the ones used in this
project are Ormocore and Ormoclad, for defining the core and the cladding
of the waveguides respectively. The refractive index difference between the
two materials is 0.015 and one of the features of this material combination
is that the refractive index can be tuned by mixing the polymers together
in different ratios, as shown in figure 3.1. At 1 310 nm the refractive index
of pure Ormocore is 1.5400 and the value is 1.5245 for pure Ormoclad [71].
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Figure 3.1: The refractive index of the two materials Ormocore and Ormo-
clad can be tailored by adjusting the ratio of each polymer in the mixture.
Reproduced from [71].

The background information provided made the ORMOCERs seem ideal
for this project, however once the cleanroom processing started several prob-
lems were encountered:

1. The refractive index is tailored by mixing Ormocore and Ormoclad to-
gether in different ratios, figure 3.1. This is a rather inaccurate method
to control the refractive index of the waveguide structures since the
ratio between the polymers can never be fully controlled.

2. It is very difficult to obtain a homogenous and smooth film during
spin-coating. Large air bubbles form either during or directly after
spin-coating, resulting in large areas with no resist coverage. Several
approaches to increase the adhesion between the polymer and the Si
wafer were tried such as; a HF (hydrofluoric) dip directly before spin-
coating to ensure a perfectly clean Si wafer with no oxide, HMDS
(HexaMethylDiSilazane) treatment for increased adhesion commonly
used for other resists and storage in 250 ◦C oven to ensure the Si wafer
is completely dry. None of these treatments improved the result. In
another approach, the polymers were degassed after dilution with the
solvent to remove any excess solvent. However, this did not improve
the result either. Figure 3.2 below shows a typical image of an air
bubble in the film and the consequences in the final structures.
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3. The top surface of the spin-coated polymer film reacts with oxygen
from the atmosphere creating an inhibition layer. This layer is very
sticky and cannot be cross-linked. This inhibition layer results in three
significant disadvantages (i) it is a problem during alignment as the
mask cannot touch the polymer film which results in reduced pattern
resolution (ii) some of the polymer is removed during development.
The thickness of the cross-linked polymer can therefore differ signifi-
cantly from the thickness directly after spin-coating and (iii) the thick-
ness of the inhibition layers depends on the time between spin-coating
and cross-linking since it results from the diffusion of oxygen into the
polymer matrix. This puts a strict time frame on the process sequence
and significantly reduces flexibility in the cleanroom.

Figure 3.2: It proved impossible to obtain a homogeneous film of Ormocore
leaving structures that could not be used.

Since the processing of the ORMOCERs proved to be too difficult the
decision was made to move to another material combination and no final
systems were fabricated using ORMOCERs.

3.2 SU-8

Since the Nanoprobe research group holds previous experience from work-
ing with the UV-sensitive polymer SU-8 and has previously shown that
SU-8 cantilevers can be fabricated [38, 39], this material presented itself as
an obvious alternative when the ORMOCERs proved not to be suitable.
Moreover, other research groups have shown that SU-8 is a good candidate
as waveguide material for integrated optics, both for fabricating multi mode
waveguides [76,77] and for the fabrication of single-mode waveguides [78–80].
To be able to fabricate waveguides with low coupling loss the index step be-
tween the core and the cladding must be tailored to fit the NA of the input
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fiber. This has previously been achieved by Ruano-López et al. by diluting
SU-8 with a liquid aliphatic epoxy resin and using this mixture as cladding
material together with a SU-8 core [81]. No such mixtures were required
in this work because in early 2005 MicroResist, that also are the suppli-
ers of SU-8, launched a new product; the mr-L XP series. These resists are
developed as an alternative to SU-8 for micro fabrication processes where
problems with delamination and cracking as a result of high intrinsic stress
commonly are seen [82]. In fact, mr-L is a modified version of SU-8 where
a plasticizer, propylene carbonate, simply is added to reduce the intrinsic
stress and provide a more flexible material [71]. Due to this addition, the
refractive index is also modified, which makes it suitable as cladding mate-
rial surrounding a SU-8 waveguide core. The two materials are also based
on different solvents; SU-8 is based on cyclopentanone and mr-L is based
on γ-glycolacetate, which might also be a reason for the slight difference in
their refractive indices.

3.2.1 Processing

Both SU-8 and mr-L can be structured with UV-lithography [83]. The first
step of the processing is to spin-coat the films onto a carrier wafer (typically
Si or Pyrex). The thickness of the film is determined by the viscosity of the
polymer solution and the spin speed.

Figure 3.3: Both SU-8 and mr-L are negative resists where the pattern from
the photo-mask is transferred into the polymer layers by exposure to UV
light. The exposed areas cross-link upon a consecutive baking step.
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Afterwards, the wafers are baked on a programmable hotplate in a two-
step-process at 60 ◦C and 90 ◦C to evaporate the solvent from the film. The
patterns are transferred into the film by exposing the polymer to UV light,
i-line 365 nm, through a photo-mask. A consecutive baking step, again at
60 ◦C and 90 ◦C, induces cross-linking of the polymer and defines the pat-
tern. This step is called the post-exposure bake (PEB). The non-exposed
areas can afterwards be developed in the solvent PGMEA (poly glycol
methyl ether acetate). The process flow is shown schematically in figure
3.3. The process sequence containing all parameters for this system is found
in Appendix B.

3.2.2 Refractive index variations

It is crucial to know the effect of the processing on the final values of the
refractive index of the polymers to ensure optimal waveguiding. Most poly-
mers are known to be highly affected by changes in their processing [84–86]
and it has previously been reported in the literature such changes also affect
the value of the final refractive index [87].

Caused by the processing

To analyse the effect of the processing on the resulting refractive index six
wafers of cross-linked SU-8 2005 and mr-L 6050 are prepared. The wafers
are divided into three batches processed at different temperatures: 60, 90 or
110 ◦C. Both soft bake and PEB are performed at the same temperature.
Moreover, each wafer is divided into six areas which are exposed to different
dosages of UV light. The same lamp with an intensity of 9.0 mW/cm2 is
used and the exposure time is varied between 10-70 s in 10 s intervals. All
six areas on the wafer are flood-exposed. The refractive index of the differ-
ent areas is measured using a prism coupler (Metricon 1020, Pennington NJ,
USA), which measures both the film thickness and refractive index using a
fitting routine [88]. A profiler (Tencor P-1, Tencor Instruments, USA) is used
to measure the thickness of the cross-linked films as a means to calibrate
the prism coupler. The value of the thickness measured by the prism coupler
is compared with the value from the profiler and no significant deviation is
observed. The prepared samples are used for all investigations of the stress
in the film caused by the processing described in this section.

The resulting refractive indices from the process variations are plotted in
figure 3.4. For clarity of presentation only three exposure dosages are pre-
sented, corresponding to under exposure (20 s), optimised exposure (30 s)
and over exposure (40 s). It can clearly be seen that with increasing expo-
sure dosage and increasing processing temperature, the refractive index of
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the films decrease. The same trend is seen for both polymers. The reason for
this is not fully understood but it can probably be attributed to either (i)
increased cross-linking density (ii) reduced solvent content or (iii) significant
increase of the intrinsic stress. However, it shall be noted that the refrac-
tive index step i.e. the difference between the core refractive index and the
cladding refractive index remains more or less constant at 0.004. Further-
more, it is seen that the refractive index of the cladding material is always
lower than the refractive index of the core material. This means that the
material combination is still suitable for waveguide fabrication as long as the
same process sequence is always applied, to ensure that a known refractive
index is obtained.

Figure 3.4: The refractive index of both SU-8 and mr-L is seen to be highly
dependent on the process conditions with decreasing values for both in-
creased temperatures and increased exposure dosages.

The second experiment with the samples is to monitor the effect of further
baking steps, so-called hard bakes. The data is presented in figure 3.5. Here,
the same samples initially processed at 60, 90 and 110 ◦C are used. The
refractive index is measured directly after processing and after a following
hard bake (hb) at an elevated temperature of either 90 ◦C or 120 ◦C. It can
be seen that the film processed at 60 ◦C is affected by both hard bakes and
the film processed at 90 ◦C is affected by the bake at 120 ◦C. However, the
film processed at 110 ◦C is not affected by the hard bake at 90 ◦C.
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It is also interesting to note that the resulting values of the refractive index
after the films have been baked at the same temperature coincide, even for
the samples initially processed at different temperatures. This is seen in
figure 3.5(A) where the values of the films processed at 60 ◦C and 90 ◦C
have the same value of the refractive index after the 120 ◦C bake.

(A)

(B)

Figure 3.5: The temperature of the hard bake must exceed the PEB to
have an effect on the refractive index. (A) Repeated hard bakes at the same
temperature results in the same refractive index every time. (B) The film
processed at 110 ◦C is not affected by a hard bake at 90 ◦C since the tem-
perature is not greater than the PEB temperature.

From these observation it can be concluded that the temperature of the
hard bake needs to be higher than the processing temperature to change the
refractive index and that it is the highest temperature the film is subjected
to that determines the value of the final refractive index, independent of
the initial processing temperature. This finding is very important because
it means that temperature fluctuations during bio/chemical measurements
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with this type of chip will not affect the refractive index of the system as
such fluctuations very seldom exceed 90 ◦C, which is the standard process-
ing temperature. Such fluctuations in the refractive index would result in
artifacts in the read-out and these must be confirmed not to be present.

In the last set of experiments the effect of a second UV dosage and the
resulting change of the refractive index is monitored. These results are pre-
sented in figure 3.6. Here, only the sample processed at 90 ◦C is shown for
clarity of presentation. It can be seen that the refractive index of the film
is not changed if the film is only exposed to UV light but with a follow-
ing baking step the refractive index is decreased significantly. This finding
also points in the direction that it is an increase in cross-linking density of
the polymer that is the underlying factor of the variations in the refractive
index. However, according to the theory of polymer physics an increase in
cross-linking density will increase the refractive index and not decrease the
value as observed here [89].

Figure 3.6: The refractive index is not decreased by only exposing the poly-
mer to UV light but a following hard bake decreases the value considerably.

The observation clearly stresses the importance of developing an optimised
process sequence for the fabrication and to always use the same parameters.
Moreover, this also indicates that the refractive index of the top and bot-
tom mr-L cladding will not be identical in the final structures due to the
extra processing the lower cladding is subjected to during the patterning of
the waveguide core layer and the top cladding. This is further discussed in
Chapter 6.
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Relation to stress

Since the observation of the change of the refractive index from the process
variations is not supported by the theory of polymer physics a further set of
experiments is conducted where changes in the refractive index and the cor-
relation with the stress in the polymer film is investigated. It is known from
photo-elastic theory that stresses in a polymer film will affect the refractive
index of the material [90] and the effect is shown on polymeric waveguides
in the literature [91]. It is therefore crucial for this process to ensure a good
control of the material stresses. The samples for this set of experiments are
processed at different temperatures: 60, 90 and 110 ◦C. For all samples a
4.5 µm thin film of SU-8 is spin-coated onto a Si wafer. The films are soft
baked at 10 min at their respective temperature, exposed for 30 s at an in-
tensity of 9.0 mW/cm2 and subjected to PEB for another 10 min at their
respective temperature. The stress in the film is found by scanning the wafer
before the polymer is deposited and after the film is cross-linked with a pro-
filer to measure the radius of curvature of the wafer. This method uses the
theory developed by G.G. Stoney [60] which relates the radius of curvature
of the wafer to the stress of the thin film, equation (3.1).

σf =
Es

6(1− νs)
t2s
tf

1
R

(3.1)

where σf is the stress in the film, Es and νs are the Young’s modulus and
Poisson ratio of the substrate respectively, ts and tf are the thicknesses of
the substrate and the film respectively and R is the radius of curvature of
the wafer.

Both the refractive index and the stress in the films are measured directly
after processing. To induce further stresses in the films the wafers are baked
on a hotplate for 2 min and directly afterwards, the measurements of both
the refractive index and the stress are repeated. The values are measured
again a few days later (3 days - 1 week) to see if any stress release occurs and
how this affects the refractive index. The wafers are baked twice at 90 ◦C
and twice at 120 ◦C. Both 90 ◦C bakes are performed before the 120 ◦C
bake since it was previously noted that the temperature has to be increased
to be effective, figure 3.5. The data obtained is presented in figure 3.7 where
the refractive index is plotted with a line and the stress is represented by
the columns. From the graph it can clearly be seen that further heat treat-
ments decrease the refractive index and increase the stress in all films. It
is also interesting to note that this trend is not static but at every ”rest-
ing point” the values start to return towards their initial level. However,
during the experimental time period the values are not seen to return fully.
Another interesting observation is that both the refractive index and the
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stress values of all three samples converge towards the same value; 1.5910
for the refractive index and 22 MPa for the stress. In fact, the spread be-
tween the values directly after processing is 0.0013 units and 9.8 MPa but
after the last 120 ◦C bake the spread is reduced to only or 0.00025 units and
1.9 MPa. Both values have decreased their spread by 80 %.

Figure 3.7: Correlation between refractive index and stress in SU-8. The
stress is represented by the columns and it is seen to increase after every
baking step. The refractive index is plotted in the lines and it is seen to
decrease with the baking steps. The values converge towards the same values
for all samples; 1.5910 for the refractive index and 22 MPa for the stress.

From the data in figure 3.7 the correlation between increased stress in the
film and decreased refractive index seems straight forward. However, two
alternative explanations for these trends are also considered. Possibly, not all
solvent is evaporated during the soft bake of the film processing but extensive
further heat treatments are required. This explanation is supported by the
observation that the most noticeable change is seen for the sample processed
at 60 ◦C. Since all wafers are baked for the same amount of time during soft
bake and PEB (10 min) less solvent will have evaporated from this film
and a more significant difference will be seen after the following hard bakes.
Alternatively, the change in refractive index is explained by the evaporation
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of water from inside the polymer film during the baking steps. To investigate
this a reference sample is stored in a N2-box after a 120 ◦C bake. If the
refractive index is increasing as a result of re-absorption of evaporated water
then no change should be seen for this wafer. However, the same behaviour
was observed for this wafer compared with the other wafers that were not
stored in a controlled environment, so this cannot be the explanation.

In conclusion, the explanation for the refractive index variations seen with
changes in processing and further heat treatments is most likely the increase
in stresses of the polymer films. Stress is induced in the polymers as thermal
stress during the cool-down of the PEB after cross-linking (when the polymer
matrix is fixed) due to the mis-match of the thermal expansion co-efficients
of the polymer film and the Si substrate. Moreover, it can be concluded that
the value of the refractive index is determined by the highest temperature
the film is subjected to, figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: The refractive index of the SU-8 is determined by the maximum
processing temperature the film is subjected to. This change is attributed to
the stress in the film, which is directly linked to the maximum temperature
of the processing which induces thermal stress in the polymer film.

Throughout this section the refractive index is measured at 635 nm. The
system is operated at a final wavelength of 1 310 nm so to obtain an expected
value of the refractive index at this wavelength the light source in the prism
coupler is exchanged to a diode at 1 550 nm. One calibration experiment
is performed where the refractive index is measured both at 635 nm and
1 550 nm when the polymer film is subjected to a baking step. The same
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change in the refractive index is seen at both wavelengths. It is therefore
valid to assume that the difference will be the same for all process steps.
No significant difference is expected in the refractive index of the SU-8 at
1 310 nm compared to the measured value at 1 550 nm since the refractive
index of SU-8 changes most drastically in the region 100 - 800 nm and then
reaches a fairly wavelength independent level of ∼ 1.57 [92]. Therefore, the
refractive index at 1 310 nm can be calculated from the measurement at
635 nm. The values of the refractive indices of the final waveguide structures
are listed in table (3.1).

λ = 635 nm λ = 1 550 nm
SU-8 core 1.5912 1.5725

mr-L top cladding 1.5871 1.5683
mr-L lower cladding 1.5841 1.5653

∆nlow 0.0041 0.0042
∆ntop 0.0071 0.0072

Table 3.1: Refractive index of final waveguide structures at the different
wavelengths. It is assumed the value of the refractive index is the same at
1 310 nm as measured at 1 550 nm. The value of the refractive index of the
lower cladding has a lower value due to the extra process steps this layer is
subjected to.

3.2.3 Stress-optical co-efficient

The relation between changes in the refractive index caused by changes in
the stress of the material is represented by the stress optical co-efficient, κ.

κ =
∆n
∆σ

(3.2)

where n is the refractive index of the material and σ is the stress.

For the films used in the previous experiment, the stress-optical co-efficient
is plotted for the different processing temperatures, figure 3.9(A). It can
be seen that the processing temperature does not affect the value of the
stress optical co-efficient significantly. The average value is (-2.64 ± 0.1) ×
10−4 MPa−1. The structures for this project are all processed at 90 ◦C with
a stress optical co-efficient of -2.57 × 10−6 MPa−1. The cladding polymer,
mr-L has a slightly lower stress optical co-efficient of -1.64 × 10−6 MPa−1,
figure 3.9(B). Experimental results with these waveguide materials have not
been presented in the literature before.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 3.9: (A) The stress optical co-efficient of SU-8 samples processed at
different temperatures. The value is not significantly changed with increased
processing temperature. The processing temperature is listed in the legend.
(B) Stress-optical co-efficient of both SU-8 and mr-L. The value is slightly
lower for the mr-L cladding material.

When the probe and detection molecules bind onto the top surface of the
cantilever a surface stress is generated. It is therefore crucial to ensure that
this process does not affect the refractive index of the material, as that would
result in an artifact in the read-out. A typical surface stress generated from
the immobilisation of DNA onto the cantilever is 4 mN/m [23–25]. Assuming
the layer constituting the probe molecules and analyte has a thickness in the
nm-region, the resulting stress in the cantilever is in the order of 1 MPa. This
will only result in a refractive index variation of ∼ 10−6 which is negligible.
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3.2.4 Spectral absorption

The chemical structure of the SU-8 monomer is shown in figure 3.10 with
its different chemical bonds marked. The material cross-links via cationic
ring-opening polymerisation of the epoxy groups [93] so the number density
of epoxy groups is considerably lower in the cross-linked polymer compared
with the monomer solution. When light travels through the material the
chemical bonds absorb energy via vibrational excitation [94], which leads
to significant losses in the material. It is therefore crucial to know at what
wavelengths the material absorbs the least.

Figure 3.10: The different chemical bonds in the SU-8 monomer are marked.
Vibrations of these bonds are excited by light traveling through the material
leading to propagation loss.

The absorption loss of the material is measured by propagating white light
through a 10 µm wide, 4.5 µm high and 20 mm long waveguide and measur-
ing the intensity of the output light over the spectral range 800 - 1 700 nm.
This experimental method is described in more detail in Chapter 6. Fig-
ure 3.11 shows the total loss for this waveguide and each chemical bond of
the polymer is seen to be represented in the spectra. The chemical group
(-C-O-C-) does not absorb within this spectral range. The peak at 1 430 nm
is difficult to interpret since it is -NH2 that absorbs at this wavelength but
there are no such chemical groups in the SU-8 monomer. It might be that
this absorption peak is accounted for either by the photo-initiator of the
SU-8 polymer or by the added plasticizer in the cladding material. Alter-
natively it might be the -OH absorption peak expected at 1 440 nm that is
slightly shifted. The -OH bonds are generated during the cross-linking and
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Figure 3.11: Waveguides fabricated in SU-8 are best operated in the second
telecommunication window at 1 300 nm or at 1 580 nm where the vibra-
tional absorption of the material has minima.

this chemical group is known to absorb strongly, which manifests itself as a
large and broad peak in the spectra. It can be seen that the preferred oper-
ating wavelength of these waveguides is 1 300 ± 20 nm or 1 580 ± 10 nm.

3.2.5 Birefringence

Birefringence is the phenomenon where the effective refractive index (neff )
of the two polarization states are different, an effect generated both by a di-
mensional component and a stress component [95]. As previously mentioned,
the stress of the waveguides discussed here is very low and not believed to
contribute significantly to the birefringence. The dimensions in the hori-
zontal and vertical direction are different and this will probably lead to a
small birefringence. However, the optical detectors used in all the experi-
mental work are not polarisation dependent and the effect of birefringence
is therefore not studied.
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3.3 Summary

Here, the material properties of the SU-8 and mr-L polymers are presented.
The fabrication process is described and the experience from working with
two alternative materials is briefly mentioned. The material properties such
as vibrational absorption are analysed and it is noted that the best wave-
lengths to operate such a system at is 1 300 ± 20 nm or 1 580 ± 10 nm.

Moreover, the effect of the process sequence on the refractive index is in-
vestigated and it is shown that it is highly important to always apply the
same process parameters to achieve systems with the same optical prop-
erties. A refractive index of the SU-8 core material of the final device is
measured as 1.5725 at 1 550 nm. The value for the mr-L cladding layer sub-
jected to only one exposure dosage is 1.5683 and the value for the other
cladding layer is 1.5653 due to the extra process steps this layer is subjected
to.
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System fabrication

A novel fabrication method is developed to achieve a direct fabrication of
free-hanging cantilevers. This chapter presents the different steps in the fab-
rication of the complete system and the important parameters are discussed.
The fabrication process can be used both to structure a system with com-
pletely embedded waveguides or with buried channel waveguides using air
as top cladding. The exact process sequence is found in Appendix B.

4.1 Negative resists and free-hanging structures

Both SU-8 and mr-L are negative resists, which means that the exposed
areas cross-link. This in turn means that in a two-layered structure the
top layer cannot be structured as free-hanging over the lower layer simply
because the UV light used to cross-link the top layer penetrates through and
irradiates the bottom layer as well. Therefore, cantilever chips fabricated
by UV-lithography have to be fabricated up-side-down, with the cantilever
closest to the Si carrier wafer and the supporting chip body processed on
top [38,96]. This is schematically shown in figure 4.1.

(A) (B)

Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the limitations of negative UV-resists. (A)
It is not possible to directly cross-link a free-hanging cantilever on top of
its chip body. (B) Therefore, cantilever chips need to be fabricated up-side-
down.
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Usually, the procedure of fabricating the cantilevers up-side-down does
not present a problem since the chip can easily be turned after the release if
that would be necessary for the set-up used for the measurements. However,
the system fabricated in this project requires three layers; lower cladding
layer, cantilever waveguide layer and top cladding layer. This puts some
restrains on the fabrication technique since it is not possible to fabricate
free-hanging cantilevers on top of the lower cladding layer and furthermore
it is not possible to spin-coat and structure the top cladding onto a free-
hanging cantilever. Therefore, a novel fabrication method is developed.

In the literature a few interesting fabrication techniques that possibly
could be used here are presented. Metz et al. show the fabrication of SU-8
microchannels using poly(propylene) carbonate and poly(ethylene) carbon-
ate as sacrificial layers [97]. The technique might be suitable as the sacrificial
layer can be kept underneath the cantilevers for support during the process-
ing of the top cladding. At the end of the process the sacrificial layer is
removed by a heat treatment. It is an advantage that no liquids are intro-
duced since the free-hanging cantilevers can have difficulties to withstand
the capillary forces if submerged. However, the minimum thicknesses of the
channel cover layer fabricated in this work is in the range of 10 µm, which is
not sufficiently thin for the fabrication of microcantilevers. Moreover, tem-
peratures between 200 - 300 ◦C are required to decompose the sacrificial
material as the final step of the process. Another interesting fabrication
method has been presented by Daniel Haefliger in the Nanoprobe research
group. He shows the fabrication of free-hanging cantilevers utilising soft-
lithography to pattern an ’integrated mask’ on the support layer [98]. This
process technique allows for the fabrication of structures down to a thickness
of ∼4 µm, and could be a possible fabrication technique to use for this type
of system. The integrated mask can remain on the cantilevers for support
during the processing of the top cladding layer.

While developing this new fabrication procedure a similar process method
was published by M. Agirregabiria et al. [99] where the fabrication of multi-
layered SU-8 structures by successive bonding and releasing steps is shown.
Some of the differences between these two methods are that (i) M. Agirre-
gabiria et al. bond two cross-linked SU-8 layers together without using any
intermediate gluing layer (ii) they use Kapton [100] as the release layer and
(iii) they do not use the Pyrex wafer as part of their final device. Moreover,
the fabrication process presented here does not require any violent release
steps (M. Agirregabiria et al. use ultra sound for this) and the fabrication
method presented here adds a further level of process flexibility by the addi-
tion of the integrated Cr/Au mask. All this is discussed further in the next
section.
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4.2 Novel fabrication method

The principle of this new fabrication method is to fabricate half the system
(cantilever waveguide layer and top cladding) on one wafer up-side-down
as shown in figure 4.1(B) and then transfer these structures onto a lower
cladding layer via two consecutive bonding steps. In total, three wafers are
included in the fabrication process - denominated Wafer A, Wafer B and
Wafer C - and of these two can be re-used. Below follows the different steps
in the process. First, the preparation of each wafer individually is described
and afterwards the bonding and transfer procedure is explained.

Wafer A: This is a Si wafer where the half chips are structured and fully
developed before the subsequent bonding steps. Before structuring the SU-8
layer the wafer is coated with a thin fluorocarbon film. The fluorocarbon
film serves as a release layer for the structures in the final step [101, 102].
Investigations of this release layer are presented in section 4.4.

(A) (B)

Figure 4.2: Microscope images of two cantilevers situated in the micro chan-
nel after the development of the half chips on Wafer A. The outline of the
waveguides are marked for clarity. The gap between the input waveguide and
the cantilever is 10 µm. (A) In the 1st generation design the input waveguide
and the cantilever have the same width. (B) For the 2nd generation design
the input waveguide is always 10 µm wide independent on the cantilever
width.

The cantilever waveguide layer is spin-coated to a thickness of 4.5 µm.
The cantilevers are structured to different dimensions as listed in table (2.1).
The gap between the input waveguide and the cantilever is either 5 µm or
10 µm. The cantilever waveguide layer is exposed in hard contact mode and
baked on a hotplate for 20 min before the non-exposed areas are developed
in PGMEA. The mr-L top cladding is spin-coated to a thickness of 22 µm
and exposed in hard contact mode. The exposure dosages and baking times
are optimised to ensure a sharp edge profile of the top cladding at the
end facet of the input waveguide. Moreover, the exposure is optimised for
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perfect alignment of the top cladding and the input waveguide facet. Figure
4.2 shows microscope images of a top view of the cantilevers in the channel
after both layers are cross-linked and developed. On the left hand side of the
images the input waveguides are marked for clarity. Profiler measurements
(Dektak 8, Veeco Instruments, USA) across the whole wafer show an average
height variation of only 1.69 µm. However, close to the channel a maximum
protrusion of the waveguide layer through the top cladding of 5.52 µm is
seen. This is because the top cladding is not able to fully compensate for
the height variation caused by the waveguide layer due to the close proximity
of the wide output waveguides. Figure 2.1(C) in Chapter 2 shows this effect
schematically.

Wafer B: This wafer is a Pyrex wafer with an integrated mask patterned
directly on the wafer. Therefore, the channel structures are patterned in a
Cr/Au metal layer onto the wafer. The Pyrex wafer is first cleaned in soap
(Triton X-100, Union Carbide, USA) and ultra sound for 20 min followed by
10 min of piranha (H2SO4 + H2O2) at 80 ◦C. The metal layer is patterned
by conventional lift-off using the photo-resist AZ5214E (Hoechst, Frankfurt
am Main, Germany). The Cr layer is used as an adhesion promoter for the
Au mask. Afterwards, a 5 µm thin layer of SU-8 is spin-coated onto this
wafer and soft baked. This layer acts as a bonding layer in the first bonding
step and the layer is spin-coated to a thickness of 5 µm to compensate for
the height variations noted on wafer A above.

Wafer C: This wafer is also a Si wafer coated with a thin layer of fluoro-
carbon. On this wafer a 22 µm thick layer of mr-L is spin-coated and soft
baked. The mr-L layer serves as the lower cladding layer that the half chips
are bonded onto.

At this stage all three wafers are prepared and the process of bonding them
together is started. All bonding steps are performed in a bonder (EVG-NIL,
EV Group, Austria) with temperature control on both top and bottom wafer
holders, a controllable piston force and the possibility to evacuate the cham-
ber before bonding to prevent the entrapment of air in-between the wafers.
Moreover, it is possible to align two wafers before bonding them together,
a feature that is used when bonding wafer A and wafer B. Figure 4.3 shows
the remaining process steps labelled 1-6. Each step is discussed individually
below in the text, referring to its process number, with comments about the
specific considerations that need to be taken. The steps shown in figure 4.3
comprise the optimised process sequence. The next section discusses some
process difficulties encountered and alternative processes sequences devel-
oped.
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Figure 4.3: When the three different wafers are prepared, the final system
is fabricated in a six-step-process. The different steps and their respective
requirements are discussed in the text. The exact process sequence with all
parameters is found in Appendix B.

1. The Si wafer with the structured chips (wafer A) and the Pyrex wafer
with the integrated Cr/Au mask (wafer B) are aligned and placed in
the bonder. The chamber is evacuated in a two-step-process as the
wafers simultaneously are heated up to 90 ◦C. When the set tempera-
ture is reached the wafers are pressed into contact with a piston force
of 1 000 N. The temperature is maintained at 90 ◦C for 30 min be-
fore a slow cool-down back to room temperature is started. The piston
force is not released until both wafers have reached a temperature of
30 ◦C. Figure 4.4 shows the variation of the chamber pressure, piston
force and chuck temperatures during the first 50 min of the process.
The total time of the process is 6 hours due to the slow cool-down
of the top wafer holder. In this step the 5 µm layer SU-8 spin-coated
onto wafer B acts as a gluing layer between the two wafers. When the
wafer chucks heat up the SU-8 becomes free-flowing and compensates
in height for the waveguide protrusions on wafer A.
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Figure 4.4: The chamber pressure, piston force and chuck temperature mon-
itored during the first 50 min of the bonding process, which corresponds to
the active bonding period. After 45 min a strong bond is obtained between
the wafers and the wafer holders are cooled back down to room temperature.
The piston force is set to remain at 1 000 ± 100 N for the remaining process
time.

From the optimisation of the process it is seen that (i) both top
and bottom wafer holders need to be heated up to ensure that the
SU-8 layer reaches a temperature above its glass transition tempera-
ture (∼ 50 ◦C) and becomes free-flowing (ii) the wafer holders need
to remain at this elevated temperature for at least 30 min to ensure
that the SU-8 has time to fill all gaps (iii) the piston force shall not be
released before both wafers have reached a temperature below 30 ◦C
to avoid sliding the wafers out of alignment (iv) a maximum force of
1 000 N shall be used as a greater force destroys the chips.

2. The wafers are taken out of the bonder and exposed to UV light in
a standard mask aligner (MA-6, Karl Süss, Switzerland) in flood-
exposure mode. Here, the integrated Cr/Au mask protects the can-
tilever region from exposure. The thin SU-8 layer is cross-linked in a
consecutive PEB ensuring a tight bond between the structured chips
and the SU-8 coated Pyrex wafer. The wafers are baked with the Pyrex
wafer facing the hotplate to ensure the thin SU-8 layer is heated up
to 90 ◦C. During the previous bonding step SU-8 flows down into the
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channel where the cantilevers are situated. Figure 4.5 shows the im-
portance of a good alignment between the patterned chips and the
Cr/Au mask. In figure 4.5(A) a sufficient alignment is not obtained
and the SU-8 bonding layer is cross-linked in the following exposure
step and sticks to the cantilevers. Figure 4.5(B) shows an image where
this is prevented as the mask protects the cantilever region and the
SU-8 cannot be cross-linked.

(A) (B)

Figure 4.5: It is important to ensure that the pyrex wafer with the Cr/Au
mask is aligned correctly to the structured chips. (A) With an off-alignment
of the protective mask the cantilevers are stuck to the bonding layer. The
black arrow indicates the misaligned regions. (B) With a correct alignment
the gap between the input waveguide and the cantilever is resolved.

3. The wafers are separated with a scalpel and due to the low adhesion
of the fluorocarbon coating the chips are transferred from wafer A to
wafer B. The non-exposed SU-8, protected by the Cr/Au mask, is de-
veloped in PGMEA. The wafers have to be separated very gently to
ensure that no mechanical damaging of the cantilevers is introduced.
At this stage, the cantilevers are free-hanging. Figure 4.6 shows SEM
images of a released chip where the cantilever is seen to be perfectly
straight and aligned with the waveguide lens on the opposite side.

To obtain a high release yield of the chips from wafer A, it is crucial
that a strong bond is obtained to all chips on the wafer. This stresses
the importance of using the correct thickness of the SU-8 bonding layer
on wafer B. Figure 4.7 shows two images of the cantilevers in the mi-
crochannel comparing two different thicknesses of the bonding layer. In
figure 4.7(A) only a 1.6 µm thin bonding layer is used and it is clearly
seen that contact is only obtained at the protruding waveguide region.
Figure 4.7(B) shows the same region on the chip where a 5 µm thick
layer of SU-8 is used. Here, close contact is obtained over the whole
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region with some SU-8 even flowing into the channel. This situation
ensures a tight seal between the two wafers.

(A) (B)

Figure 4.6: SEM images showing the cantilever and waveguide lens to be
perfectly aligned after the release from the Si wafer. The gap between the
two is only 5 µm. The different parts of the chip have been labelled for
clarity. (A) The lens is protruding from the top cladding. (B) Zoom of the
image in (A).

(A) (B)

Figure 4.7: (A) When using only a 1.6 µm thin layer of SU-8 to bond the
two wafers a sufficient seal is not obtained due to the height variation across
wafer A. (B) A 5 µm thick SU-8 layer ensures close contact between the two
wafers, with some SU-8 even flowing into the channel.

At this stage of the process free-hanging cantilevers with both input
and output waveguides are fabricated and by using air as cladding the
chips can be used for measurements. However, to enable integration
of a liquid handling system a lower cladding layer is also required.
The lower cladding is, like the top cladding, structured in the polymer
mr-L. This layer defines the second half of the liquid channel at the
cantilevers and provides a lower cladding for the input and output
waveguides.
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4. To obtain a lower cladding for the waveguides, wafer B with the chips
is bonded to wafer C coated with mr-L. The bonding principle is the
same as in step 1 but with a reduced contact force of only 100 N not to
compress the mr-L layer and to avoid damaging the fragile cantilevers.

5. Afterwards, the wafers are taken out of the bonder and transferred
to the mask aligner where the mr-L is exposed to UV light in flood-
exposure mode. The integrated Cr/Au mask on wafer B protects the
mr-L layer underneath the cantilevers from cross-linking. It is crucial
that the Cr/Au mask on wafer B is perfectly aligned with the struc-
tures on wafer C as the lower cladding otherwise will cross-link and
stick to the cantilevers.

6. After a PEB to cross-link the thick mr-L, the wafers are separated
with the use of a scalpel and the non-exposed mr-L is developed in
PGMEA. At this stage the processing of the chips is finished.

Figure 4.8: SEM image of a final chip. The cantilevers are free-hanging and
perfectly straight. There has been a slight mis-alignment of the top cladding
which leaves the input waveguides bare at the last part.

Figure 4.8 shows an SEM image of free-hanging cantilevers fabricated
in the process described here. The total thickness of the structures is only
45 µm. It is therefore beneficial not to release them from the Pyrex wafer
but to use this wafer as a support for further handling. The chips are sawn
out of the Pyrex wafer to ensure that all waveguide facets are free for cou-
pling of the input and output fibers.

It shall be noted that for the measurements the chips are turned up-
side-down with the Pyrex wafer facing the bottom. This means that what
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is defined as top cladding during the fabrication is denoted lower cladding
during the measurements described in Chapter 8 and the layer defined as
lower cladding during the fabrication is denoted top cladding.

4.3 Further process investigations

The adhesion of the fluorocarbon film between the Si wafer and the two
polymers is a critical parameter of the process described above; it must be
sufficiently high to enable the Si wafer to act as a carrier wafer during the
fabrication and it must be low enough to allow for the release of the struc-
tures as the final step. At one point during the project the properties of the
fluorocarbon recipe changed and the adhesion improved drastically. This
in turn meant that no structures could be released. A different recipe was
then used but here the adhesion proved too low and the chips structured
on wafer A fell off during the development step of the preparation of the
individual wafers. No deposition recipe could be found with the desired ad-
hesion. It is not understood why these changes occurred and it is outside the
scope of this PhD thesis to investigate it. Therefore, two alternative process
procedures were developed and investigated instead.

(A) (B) (C)

Figure 4.9: Alternative process sequences for the bonding of wafer A and B.
(A) Standard process described in the previous section. (B) The chips and
the SU-8 bonding layer are exposed before the bonding step. (C) The two
wafers are bonded together before the exposure.
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Figure 4.9 shows the different process sequences developed, where (A)
shows the process described in the previous section to clarify the differ-
ences. Figure 4.9(B) shows the first approach investigated. Here, the can-
tilever waveguide layer is patterned on wafer A and mr-L is spin-coated on
top and soft baked. Wafer B has a 5 µm thin layer of SU-8 spin-coated and
soft baked on top but no integrated Cr/Au mask. To define the structures
on wafer A a conventional quartz mask is used when exposing the wafer
in a mask aligner. Wafer B is exposed in flood-exposure mode without a
mask. Directly after the exposure step the two wafers are bonded together.
No alignment of these wafers is required since there are no structures on
wafer B. The same bonding protocol as described above in step 1 is used
and the heating step during the bonding process is utilised as the PEB for
cross-linking the two polymers. Afterwards, the wafers are taken out of the
bonder and separated using a scalpel and the chips are transferred from
wafer A to wafer B. After the release the non-exposed mr-L is developed.
The release yield of this method proved to be very low, only around 20 %.
The reason for this is because sufficient contact is not obtained between
the two wafers during the bonding due to the edge bead on wafer A. Since
the structures on wafer A are not developed before the bonding step the
edge bead created during the spin-coating is still present. Moreover, it is
speculated that the parts of the chip that cross-link during the bonding step
expand slightly in the horizontal plane. This expansion in turn leads to a ver-
tical movement of the non-exposed polymer towards the second wafer. The
end result is that the full contact between the exposed chips and wafer B is
prevented by the non-exposed polymer.

In the second approach, figure 4.9(C), the two wafers are bonded together
first and exposed and cross-linked afterwards. On wafer A the cantilever
waveguide layer is patterned and developed and the top cladding mr-L layer
is spin-coated and soft baked. Wafer B has a 5 µm thin layer of SU-8 spin-
coated but no integrated Cr/Au mask. The two wafers are bonded with the
same bonding protocol as described in step 1 of the original process. After
the bonding step both wafers are placed in a mask aligner and the mr-L is
patterned using a conventional quartz mask by exposing through the Pyrex
wafer. After the PEB the two wafers are separated with a scalpel and the
non-exposed mr-L is developed in PGMEA.

This approach to fabricated the chips resulted in the same problem with
insufficient contact between the wafers due to the edge bead on wafer A. The
process yield is ∼ 20 %. Moreover, the edge definition is drastically reduced
when the structures are defined by exposing through the Pyrex wafer. This
is because the distance between the mask and the polymer film is increased
to 700 µm. As a result, it is not possible to develop the 5 µm gap between
the input waveguide and the cantilever when the structures are exposed
through the Pyrex wafer. The 10 µm gap can still be developed though.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between a polymer layer exposed in hard contact
mode or exposed through the Pyrex wafer. A conventional quartz mask
is used in both cases. The edge definition is drastically decreased when
exposing through the Pyrex wafer due to the increased distance between
the mask and the polymer film.

Figure 4.10 shows a microscope image comparing a layer of mr-L exposed in
hard contact mode and a second layer of mr-L exposed through the Pyrex
wafer. The difference in edge definition is clearly seen. The modified fabri-
cation processes described in figure 4.9(B) and (C) are possible alternatives
to the initial process depicted in figure 4.9(A) but not ideal. The process
yield should be possible to improve by performing an edge bead removal
step before the bonding.

4.4 Release layer investigation

The fluorocarbon coating used as release layer for the chips was initially
developed by Daniel Haefliger in the group and has been further investigated
and optimised by Stephan Keller [102,103]. When the chips are released from
the Si wafer characterstic marks are left on the wafer where the chip was
placed, indicating that some of the fluorocarbon coating remains on the
released cantilevers, figure 4.11.

To investigate this effect, AFM analysis of a chip is performed in tapping
mode. A cantilever chip is scanned on both on the top side (processed in
contact with air) and on the bottom side (processed in contact with the
fluorocarbon film) and the topography of the two surfaces is compared. The
AFM is scanned at the chip body and not at the cantilever to avoid any
artifacts in the measurements from the bending of the SU-8 cantilever itself.
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Figure 4.11: Marks on Si wafer after chip release. Most likely some of the
fluorocarbon coating remains on the lower surface of the cantilevers.

The AFM scans are performed by Zachary Davies at MIC, DTU.

(A) (B)

Figure 4.12: (A) 1 µm × 1 µm scan and (B) 5 µm × 5 µm scan on the air
side of the chip. The bright spots in (B) are dust particles. The rms surface
roughness of this surface is 0.5 nm.

Figure 4.12 shows two AFM scans of the SU-8 surface processed in con-
tact with air. In figure 4.12(A) a 1 µm × 1 µm area is scanned and from this
measurement the root-mean-square surface roughness of the SU-8 is found
to be 0.5 nm and the peak-to-peak value is 4.3 nm. This surface can be con-
sidered smooth and no particular surface structure is seen. When zooming
out and scanning a 5 µm × 5 µm area in figure 4.12(B), bright spots can
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be seen. These are dust particles with an average height of 30 - 35 nm. The
dust particles are there because the chips have been stored for a few months
before the AFM scans are performed.

When scanning the surface processed in contact with the fluorocarbon film
something very interesting is seen, the AFM scans are shown in figure 4.13.
In the small 1 µm × 1 µm scan, the root-mean-square surface roughness is
determined to be 1.2 nm and the peak-to-peak value is 8.3 nm. Both these
values are considerably higher than for the SU-8 surface processed in con-
tact with air. Moreover, when the scan area is increased to 5 µm × 5 µm a
diamond like region is seen where the first 1 µm × 1 µm scan is performed.
The height difference between these two areas is approximately 3.5 nm. From
this observation it is speculated that some of the fluorocarbon film remains
on the SU-8 cantilever chip when this is released from the Si wafer. What is
seen in figure 4.13(B) is probably a compression or alternatively a removal
of this remaining layer. The total thickness of the fluorocarbon coating can-
not be determined since it cannot be ensured that the layer is completely
removed. What can be said is only that its minimum thickness is 3.5 nm as
measured. Moreover, in the AFM scans in figure 4.13(A) palette structures
are seen. However, it is not possible to determine whether these are true
structures on the SU-8 surface processed in contact with the fluorocarbon
film or whether they are simply tip artifacts from the measurement.

(A) (B)

Figure 4.13: (A) 1 µm × 1 µm scan and (B) 5 µm × 5 µm scan on the flu-
orocarbon side of the chip. The rms surface roughness of this surface is 1.2
nm.

As discussed in Chapter 2 one of the fundamental requirements of a can-
tilever to be used as a sensor is that the chemical structure and/or the surface
properties of the two cantilever faces are different. These AFM scans show
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that the surface roughness of the two SU-8 surfaces differ significantly. From
this observation it can be assumed that the two surfaces will react differently
to the introduction of probe and analyte molecules. So there are advantages
with the remaining fluorocarbon film (i) the layer is obtained during the
processing (ii) the fluorocarbon remains ensure that the two cantilever sur-
faces are different (iii) its material properties are very similar to SU-8 which
reduces drift and artifacts associated with the bi-material fabrication of the
cantilever [104].

4.5 Summary

The new fabrication method of the system developed in this PhD project
is discussed in this chapter. It is shown that free-hanging and well-aligned
cantilevers with a thickness of 4.5 µm can be obtained in a direct fabrication
process. The process sequence is optimised for the fabrication of embedded
waveguides but it is also shown that the fabrication of a system with buried
channel waveguides using air as top cladding can be fabricated.
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Read-out theory

This chapter discusses the theoretical approach used for analysing the sen-
sitivity of the two different read-out methods. The work was initiated as
a Desktop project with the students Christian Kallesøe, Christian Møller
Pedersen and Thomas Pedersen [105]. The theory has then been further de-
veloped together with Fabien Amiot and Christian Flindt. The work shows
that it is the reflection mode read-out that offers the highest sensitivity but
to obtain this level of sensitivity the cantilever front-end must be coated
with a reflective layer.

5.1 Overlap integrals

The intensity distribution of the fundamental mode can be modelled as a
bell-shaped Gaussian function [57]. When analysing the sensitivities of the
two different read-out modes overlap integrals between the wavefunctions
in the different regions are used. This is simply a method to determine the
degree of coupling of the light between the different regions, schematically
shown in figure 5.1.

(A) (B)

Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the principle of overlap integrals. (A) The
overlap between these two modes is very low whereas the two modes in (B)
show a good overlap. The resulting value of the overlap integral is called the
coupling efficiency and it varies between 0 and 1 where 0 corresponds to no
overlap at all.
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Overlap integrals account for coupling losses due to mode mis-match as
well as transverse and longitudinal off-set [105]. However, it does not ac-
count for is the change in the amount of back-reflected light reaching the
input waveguide as a result of the change in the angle between the incident
light and the cantilever front-end and the resulting change in direction of the
back-reflected light. However, for a cantilever with a typical length of 200 µm
and a deflection of 100 nm the angle will change from 0◦ (at zero deflection
and considering only rays at perpendicular impact) to 0.06◦, which is negli-
gible. Therefore, the movement of the cantilever can be assumed as purely
translative. The full theoretical approach on how to calculate the fundamen-
tal mode size to be used in the overlap integrals is found in Appendix C.

5.2 System layout

For the calculations the system is divided into five regions of different di-
mension and index step, shown in figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Cross-sectional view of the different optical regions the system is
divided into. The air gap has a length l, always taken as 10 µm in these cal-
culations. For clarity of presentation region 4 is not shown but it represents
the light reflected in region 2. Here, the light enters into the chip from the
left hand side. The denomination of the different regions is used throughout
this chapter for the beam waists and the wavefunctions. The waveguides are
assumed to be homogenous.

Region 1 corresponds to the 10 µm wide input waveguide and region 2 is
the air gap between this waveguide and the cantilever. Region 3 is the can-
tilever, i.e. a waveguide suspended in air. Region 5 is the output waveguide
connected to the cantilever. The width of the output waveguide is tapered
down to 10 µm from the initial width of the waveguide. No losses are as-
sumed to be introduced from this taper so the width of region 5 is determined
by the width of the cantilever it is connected to, to give a correct value of
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the overlap integral. The index step of region 5 is the same as for region 1.
Finally, region 4 is the ”imaginary” region of the reflected light. This has
been assigned a separate region since the beam waist will differ compared to
region 2 even though the dimensions and refractive indices are exactly the
same. In region 2 and 4 the light is not confined in a waveguide structure
and the beam waists develop in each direction as discussed in Chapter 2

w(l) = w0

[
1 +

(
λl

πw2
0

)2
]1/2

where w0 is the initial beam waist, λ is the free-space wavelength and l is
the distance traveled [58].

Figure 5.3: The normalised wavefunctions for the five different regions in the
horizontal plane. ψ2x and ψ4x are plotted for z = l = 10 µm. The dotted
lines show the dimensions of the waveguide cores. It shall be noted that the
input waveguide is only 10 µm wide whereas the cantilever is 100 µm wide.

The wave functions in the different regions are plotted in figure 5.3 and 5.4.
By comparing ψ1 and ψ2 it can be seen that ψ2 does not spread very much
in the gap as it approaches the cantilever but remains almost identical to ψ1.
This is most clearly seen in figure 5.4. Likewise, ψ4 is also almost identical
to ψ1. Looking at figure 5.4 it is interesting to compare the confinements
of the different wavefunctions. It is seen that it is only ψ3 that is strictly
confined to the core, due to the large index step between the cantilever core
and the surrounding air. ψ5 spreads almost as much as ψ1 into the cladding
layer.
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Figure 5.4: The normalised wavefunctions for the five different regions in the
vertical plane. ψ2y and ψ4y are plotted for z = l = 10 µm. The dotted lines
show the dimensions of the waveguide core.

5.3 Reflection mode

For the reflection mode read-out the light enters the system in the input
waveguide (region 1) and travels across the air gap (region 2) to the can-
tilever. At the cantilever, the light is reflected (region 4) and couples back
into the input waveguide (region 1) and exits the system. The refractive
index and dimensions of region 4 are the same as for region 2 but the beam
waists of the light differs. The coupling efficiency of the reflection mode, αref
is found from computing the overlap integral of ψ2(x,y,l) & the cantilever
front-end and ψ4(x,y,l,lb) & ψ1(x,y) at the cantilever/input waveguide in-
terface

αref = αψ2/cant × αψ4/ψ1

As the cantilever deflects the back-reflected light is shifted in the vertical
axis. This shift leads to a decrease in the overlap between ψ4(x,y,l,lb) and
ψ1(x,y) resulting in a decrease in the intensity signal of the returning light.
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The full calculations are found in Appendix D with a final expression for
αref as

αref =

∫ ρxwgin
−ρxwgin

∫ θmax

θmin
ψ4(x, y + dslit, l, lb)ψ1(x, y) dxdy∫∞

−∞
∫∞
−∞ ψ2

1(x, y) dxdy
(5.1)

where ρxwgin is the half width of the input waveguide, θmax and θmin are
the integration limits for the returning light, dslit is the center position of the
deflected cantilever and l and lb both correspond to the distance between
the cantilever and the input waveguide, taken as 10 µm.

5.4 Transmission mode

In the transmission mode, the light enters into the system via the input
waveguide (region 1), travels through the air gap (region 2) and is cou-
pled into the cantilever (region 3). Finally, the light couples into the output
waveguide (region 5) and exits the system. If the cantilever bends less light
will couple from region 2 into region 3.

The coupling efficiency of the transmission mode, αtrans is found from the
overlap integrals of ψ2(x,y,l) & ψ3(x,y) at the air/cantilever interface and
ψ3(x,y) & ψ5(x,y) at the cantilever/output waveguide interface

αtrans = αψ2/ψ3
× αψ3/ψ5

The full calculations are found in Appendix D. αtrans is calculated as

αtrans =

∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ ψ2(x, y, l)ψ3(x, y + d) dxdy∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ ψ2

1(x, y) dxdy
×

×

∫ ρxwgout
−ρxwgout

∫ ρy

−ρy
ψ3(x, y)ψ5(x, y) dxdy∫ ρxcant

−ρxcant

∫ ρy

−ρy
ψ2

3(x, y) dxdy
(5.2)

where d is the cantilever deflection, ρxwgout is the half width of the output
waveguide, ρy is the half height of the cantilever waveguide layer and ρxcant
is the half width of the cantilever.

5.5 Theoretical output

Mathematica 5.1 (Wolfram Research, USA) is used for calculating αref and
αtrans as described in the previous two sections. Using the values of the
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refractive indices and dimensions from figure 5.2 the coupling efficiencies
of the two modes are compared, figure 5.5. One assumption made in the
calculations is that the integrals are only valid for a maximum cantilever
deflection of ± 8.55 µm. These limits correspond to the region where the
cantilever is fully illuminated. The calculated coupling efficiencies within
this valid region are shown in figure 5.5(A).

For the situation of a 200 µm long cantilever this represents a surface
stress range of almost ± 10 N/m which is well outside the range of typical
biomolecular interactions [106]. Figure 5.5(B) shows the coupling efficiency
within a cantilever deflection of ± 1 µm. By studying the plots three con-
clusions can be drawn:

(A)

(B)

Figure 5.5: Comparison between the coupling efficiencies of the two read-out
modes. The reflection mode has a higher coupling efficiency due to the better
overlap of ψ4 and ψ1 compared to ψ2 and ψ3 for the transmission mode. (A)
Cantilever deflection of ± 8.55 µm. (B) Zoom of a cantilever deflection of
± 1 µm.
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1. At zero deflection of the cantilever, the reflection mode read-out cor-
responds to a higher coupling efficiency than the transmission mode
read-out. The values are 0.598 and 0.406 respectively. This is because
of the better overlap between the back-reflected light ψ4(x,y,l,lb) and
the mode in the input waveguide ψ1(x,y) compared to the wavefunc-
tion of the light reaching the cantilever ψ2(x,y,l) and of the light inside
the cantilever ψ3(x,y).

2. The sensitivity of the reflection mode is slightly higher than of the
transmission mode. This is most clearly seen in the ± 1 µm deflection
plot, figure 5.5(B) where the slope of the reflection mode read-out
is steeper than the slope of the transmission mode read-out. In the
steepest region the coupling efficiency in the reflection mode varies as
0.036 µm−1 and the corresponding value for the transmission mode
coupling efficiency is 0.016 µm−1. Both values are given for a negative
cantilever deflection.

3. Both read-out modes have their lowest sensitivity close to the zero
deflection point of the cantilever. This is of great disadvantage since
the aim is to monitor minimal cantilever deflections. The reason for
the low sensitivity in this region is the centering of the fundamental
mode in the waveguides assumed in the calculations.

From the conclusions of the theoretical output it is seen that optimal
sensitivity is not obtained with perfectly homogeneous waveguides. What
is required to greatly increase the sensitivity of both read-out modes is to
shift the intensity distribution of the light ∼ 3 µm in the vertical plane. This
can be obtained practically by using two different cladding materials with a
large refractive index difference. As seen in Chapter 3 the refractive indices
of the mr-L used as top cladding is different compared with the mr-L used
as bottom cladding due to the extra process steps this layer is subjected to.
The resulting effect on the modes is studied in Chapter 6.

For the calculations of αref and αtrans the cantilever front-end is assumed
100 % reflective in the reflection mode and 100 % transmissive in the trans-
mission mode. This is naturally not true and the Fresnel reflections at the
medium interfaces need to be accounted for, as discussed in Chapter 2 [56].
Equation (2.3) determines the amount of back-reflected light for rays of per-
pendicular impact, RFres.

In the reflection mode drop in the optical power is seen when the light
exits the input waveguide. At the cantilever front-end only a small amount
of the light is reflected back and when this light couples back into the input
waveguide the optical power drops again due to the Fresnel reflections.
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Pout in the reflection mode is therefore calculated as

Pout = Pin ×RFres × (1−RFres)2 × αref

For the transmission mode read-out some of the optical power is lost as the
light exits the input waveguide and as the light couples into the cantilever.
This results in Pout in the transmission mode calculated as

Pout = Pin × (1−RFres)2 × αtrans

(A)

(B)

Figure 5.6: Comparison between the optical out-put of the two read-out
modes when the gap between the input waveguide and the cantilever is
either filled with air or a buffer solution. For the latter situation, the output
from the reflection mode is seen not to be sufficient.
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Taking the medium of the gap between the input waveguide and can-
tilever to be air with a n2 = 1 the value of RFres is 4.5 %. However, the
aim of the system developed in this work is to be used as a bio/chemical
sensor and such analyses are usually performed in buffer solution. For this
situation, the expression of RFres is modified with n2 = 1.33 and the Fresnel
reflections only correspond to 0.69 %. The corresponding intensity levels of
the two read-out modes are presented in figure 5.6. From the plot it is seen
that the intensity of the transmission mode is increased from 37 % to 40 %
of Pin when the microchannel is filled with a buffer solution instead of air
whereas the intensity output of the reflection mode is greatly reduced. In
fact, the intensity level of the back-reflected light is only 0.41 % of Pin when
the system is operated in liquid compared to 2.5 % of Pin when the system
is operated in air.

One way to significantly improve the read-out of the reflection mode is
to coat the cantilever front-end with a a reflective material, such as a thin
layer of Au. Assuming that the side-walls of the SU-8 are not too rough to
introduce critical scattering, a 30 nm layer of Au will ensure close to 100 %
reflectivity of the cantilever front-end [107]. Such a situation modifies the
expression for Pout in the reflection mode to be

Pout = Pin × (1−RFres)2 × αref

Figure 5.7 compares the optical power output from the two different read-
out modes when the medium between the input waveguide and the cantilever
is a buffer solution.

As expected, the reflection mode is seen to out-perform the transmission
mode if the cantilever is coated with a reflective layer. It shall be noted
that the plot for the transmission mode is for the situation of a bare SU-8
cantilever. The expected value of Pout for the three different situations are
0.59, 0.40 and 0.0041 times Pin respectively. No devices with this type of
reflective coating have been fabricated in this project. All operations of
the system fabricated in this work are carried out in air. To calculate the
minimum detectable signal expected from the two read-out modes the values
of Pout from figure 5.6 are used and the value of Pin is taken as 20 µW. The
resulting read-outs are plotted in figure 5.8.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 5.7: Comparison between the optical out-put of the two read-out
modes both where the front-end of the cantilever is pure SU-8 and where it
is coated with a reflective Au layer. For the latter situation, the reflection
mode is seen to out-perform the transmission mode. The gap between the
input waveguide and cantilever is taken to be filled with a buffer solution of
n = 1.33.

Using a conservative noise level estimate of ± 5 nW for both read-out
modes the minimum detectable cantilever deflection is calculated as 300 nm
for the reflection mode and 30 nm for the transmission mode if the can-
tilever is operated in the region of the steepest slope. If the situation of
perfect alignment between the cantilever and the input waveguide is con-
sidered instead, the values are significantly increased due to the nature of
the Gaussian beam in this region. For this situation a minimum deflection
of 640 nm in the reflection mode and 160 nm in the transmission mode is
required for an intensity change of 0.01 µW. The sensitivity of the reflection
mode is decreased drastically because of the low signal-to-noise ratio and the
assumption that the noise levels are equal. Chapter 8 discusses the results
from the characterisation of the read-out modes of the fabricated chips.
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Figure 5.8: Theoretical calculation on the read-out sensitivities for both
modes. The value of Pin is taken as 20 µW, which is the measured value
from fiber-to-fiber. The medium between the input waveguide and cantilever
is air with n = 1.

5.6 Summary

This chapter shows the theoretical approach for calculating the read-out
sensitivity of the two different modes of operation. It is shown that the re-
flection mode has a higher coupling efficiency than the transmission mode
but that the optical output and thereby the signal-to-noise ratio of the
transmission mode is higher. The sensitivity of the reflection mode can be
significantly improved by the addition of an extra process step to coat the
cantilever front-end with a reflective material. The calculated minimum de-
tectable cantilever deflection is 30 nm in the transmission mode read-out
and 300 nm in the reflection mode read-out.
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Waveguide characterisation

The material SU-8 used for the fabrication of the waveguides in this system
has previously been presented together with other cladding materials than
mr-L [70,76,78,108–111]. The combination of SU-8 as core material and mr-L
as cladding material has been presented for the fabrication of multi mode
waveguides by M. Karppinen et al. and Immonen et al. [112, 113]. Single-
mode waveguides with this material combination have not been reported
before. This chapter discusses the different experiments performed to analyse
the optical properties of these waveguides, such as the propagation and
coupling loss, mode profiles and spectral absorption.

6.1 Set-up

All equipment is placed on an optical table (90 cm × 150 cm, Thorlabs,
USA). A 635 nm laser diode and a 20X lens with a 0.35 numerical aperture
are used to facilitate the alignment of the fibers to the sample by projecting
the waveguide output facet onto the wall while optimising the input fiber
position. Single-mode fibers with 9-µm-diameter core and 125-µm-diameter
cladding (Corning, USA) are used for butt-coupling the light in and out of
the sample. All fibers have FC connectors at the opposite end for easy ex-
change of light sources and detectors. The numerical aperture of the fibre is
0.13 [9]. The fibers are cleaned with ethanol and prepared with a fiber cleaver
(EFC11, Ericsson, Sweden) before being placed on custom-made fiber hold-
ers and secured with magnets. The fiber holders are placed on x-y-z -stages
(NanoMax-TS, MellesGriot, USA). For some measurements index-matching
oil (Immersionsoel, n = 1.5180) is used. For the cut-back measurements
at 635 nm and 1 535 nm the red light diode and a lightwave multime-
ter (Agilent 8163A, Agilent Technologies, USA) with a 81662A laser unit
are used as light sources. For detection a lightwave multimeter (HP 8153A,
Hewlett Packard, USA) with two different detector units: HP 81530A
(450 - 1 200 nm) and HP 81532A (800 - 1 700 nm) is used. For cut-back
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measurements over the spectral range 800 - 1 700 nm a white light source
(AQ-4303B, Ando, Japan) and a spectrum analyser (HP 86140A, Hewlett
Packard, USA) are used. A CCD camera (XCD-X710, Sony, Japan) is used
during the investigations of the mode profiles where the 635 nm light is fo-
cused onto the CCD camera with the 20X lens. The images are captured
and analysed with ImageTool (Image Tool, UTHSCSA). The set-up is seen
in figure 6.1 below.

Figure 6.1: All equipment used for the optical characterisation of the waveg-
uides. A microscope is used for viewing the sample during the alignment of
the fibers. Here, the RLM unit used in Chapter 8 is also seen.

6.2 Propagation loss

For the investigation of the propagation loss of the waveguides, embedded
waveguides of different widths: 3, 5 and 10 µm are fabricated. The Si sub-
strate is prepared with a 3 µm thick thermally grown SiO2 buffer layer to
prevent substrate leakage. The waveguides are structured with mr-L as both
bottom and top cladding (22 µm thick) and the wafer is cleaved to differ-
ent lengths by scribing on the backside of the Si wafer. The propagation
loss of the waveguides is determined via the cut-back method where the loss
of the waveguide is measured as the length of the waveguide is cut-back
from 80 mm to 22 mm. By plotting the data, both the propagation loss and
the coupling loss of the waveguides can easily be calculated. In this thesis,
the coupling loss is always stated per facet so the total coupling loss of the
waveguide is twice that value since each waveguide has two facets. As a first
step the wavelengths of 635 nm and 1 535 nm are investigated and the data
is plotted in figure 6.2.
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From the graphs it is seen that both the propagation loss and the coupling
loss are very high for all waveguides, both at 635 nm and 1 535 nm. At
635 nm the 3 µm wide waveguide shows a lower propagation loss, 2.7 dB/cm
and a lower coupling loss, 5.5 dB/facet compared to the 5 µm wide waveg-
uide that has a propagation loss of 2.8 dB/cm and a coupling loss of 6.5 dB/facet.

(A)

(B)

Figure 6.2: (A) Cut-back measurements at 635 nm show a propagation loss
for these waveguides of ∼ 3 dB/cm. The coupling loss is very high, over
5 dB/facet. (B) At 1 535 nm these waveguides show a propagation loss of
∼ 2 dB/cm. The coupling loss is extremely high at this wavelength, over
10 dB/facet for the 3 and 5 µm wide waveguides and 6.5 dB/facet for the
10 µm wide waveguide.
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At 1 535 nm the 3 and 5 µm wide waveguides show approximately the
same values; propagation loss of∼ 2 dB/cm and coupling loss of 10 dB/facet.
The 10 µm wide waveguide has the same propagation loss, 2 dB/cm but a
considerably lower coupling loss of only 6.5 dB/facet due to the greater over-
lap between the fiber mode and the waveguide mode. Since the 10 µm wide
waveguide has the lowest coupling loss, all waveguides in the final system
are fabricated with this width. Nevertheless, the propagation and coupling
losses are not acceptable and the experiment is repeated over the spectral
range 800 - 1 700 nm to find a more suitable wavelength of operation. The
resulting data is shown in figure 6.3 and 6.4. Here, the same type of samples
processed under identical conditions are used for the analysis and measure-
ments are performed on four samples that are 88, 78, 58 and 20 mm long.
The propagation and coupling losses are calculated by the principle of least
squares [114]. The different peaks of the data are attributed to absorption of
vibrational energy of the materials. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

Figure 6.3: Propagation loss of a 5 µm and a 10 µm wide waveguide over
the spectral range 800 - 1 700 nm. The waveguides are best operated at
1 100 nm and 1 300 nm where they show the lowest propagation loss. The
peaks are due to vibrational absorption of the molecular bonds of the SU-8
material, as discussed in Chapter 3.

From figure 6.3 it can be seen that the wavelength regions 1 090 ± 10 nm
and 1 300 ± 20 nm are much better suited for operation of these waveguides.
The propagation loss in the first region is only 0.6 dB/cm and the value is the
second region is ∼ 1 dB/cm. Both values are given for a 10 µm wide waveg-
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uide. The data in figure 6.4 shows that the coupling losses are 2 dB/facet
and 0.25 dB/facet at these regions respectively. Since the input and output
waveguides in the final cantilever sensing system have a total length of only
1.65 cm it is easily concluded that it is more important to operate at a wave-
length with a low coupling loss. In this wavelength region laser diodes are
readily available at 1 310 nm which therefore is chosen as the wavelength of
operation of this system. These findings also stress the importance to de-
sign the waveguides with a width of 10 µm to ensure a good modal overlap
between the butt-coupled fibers and the waveguides [90].

From the measurements of the coupling losses across the spectral range
a significant absorption peak at 1 450 nm is seen. This peak is commonly
associated with absorptions of H2O [94]. When the samples used here are
sawn out the saw blade is cooled under a stream of water that also washes
the complete sample. It is speculated that some of this water is absorbed
into the polymers and that some of the water is adsorbed onto the waveguide
facet. However, to generate a loss of 6 dB at one facet, the gap between the
fiber and the input waveguide needs to be 1 mm and completely filled with
liquid water [115]. This is naturally not the situation and it is therefore very
difficult to explain the presence and significance of this absorption peak.

Figure 6.4: Coupling loss of a 3, 5 and 10 µm wide waveguide. The
coupling loss is considerably lower for the 10 µm waveguide compared
to the 3 µm wide waveguide due to the better mode overlap with the
9-µm-diameter input fibre. The absorption peak at 1 450 nm might be at-
tributed to adsorbed water on the waveguide facets.
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Facet quality

The extremely high coupling losses of up to 10 dB/facet seen in figure 6.2
are not acceptable. When repeating the experiment with index-matching
gel between the input fibre and the waveguide no significant improvement is
seen. However, when the measurement is repeated over the whole spectral
range in figure 6.4 the losses are significantly reduced. The explanation is
that the samples used in figure 6.2 are cleaved whereas the sample in figure
6.4 is sawn. Figure 6.5 shows SEM images clearly presenting the difference
in facet quality.

(A) (B)

Figure 6.5: SEM images showing a cleaved (A) and a sawn (B) facet. It is
clearly seen that the sawn facet is much smoother than the cleaved facet.
The waveguide core structure cannot be seen due to the small index contrast
between the two materials.

To obtain a clear cut in a Si wafer, best result is obtained if the wafer is
scribed on the backside and cleaved so that the wafer splits along the crystal
lines. However, since both mr-L and SU-8 are far from crystalline materials
the same results are not obtained for these structures. This is clearly seen
in figure 6.5 where SEM images of a cleaved (A) and a sawn (B) facet are
compared. Figure 6.6 compares the results from cut-back measurements with
a cleaved sample (black circles) and a sawn sample (open circles). It is seen
that the propagation loss is the same for both samples but the coupling loss
is reduced by over 5 dB/facet when the sample is sawn.

6.3 Mode profiles

The mode profiles of the waveguides are studied to ensure that only single-
mode propagation occurs and to investigate the vertical position of the mode.
635 nm light is coupled into the waveguide and the exiting light is focused
onto a CCD camera with a 20X lens. For calibration of the CCD camera
an image of the whole system facet is taken. The thickness of the system is
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Figure 6.6: Much lower coupling loss is obtained when the sample is sawn
compared to cleaved. A reduction of over 5 dB/facet is seen. The propagation
loss is the same for both types of samples clearly showing that it is the
cleaving method that is the cause of the great coupling loss.

known and the conversion between distance and number of pixels is straight-
forward. The accuracy of the measurements is ± 1 µm with this method. For
these measurements only straight waveguides with a thickness of 4.5 µm
are used. For light propagating inside a waveguide the mode field diameter
(MFD) is used to define its modal width as discussed in Chapter 2 where
figure 2.2 shows the definition schematically. The measured values are com-
pared with the calculated values from Chapter 5 where a Gaussian mode
profile of the waveguides is assumed, figure 5.3 and 5.4. The different types
of waveguides studied are presented in figure 2.1 in Chapter 2.

Figure 6.7 shows the mode profiles of a 10 µm wide embedded waveguide,
which is the same as the input waveguide used in the final system. In the
horizontal direction the mode profile is completely symmetric with a MFD
of 9.0 µm. In the vertical direction the MFD is 6.6 µm. It can also be seen
that the mode is not symmetric around the core in the vertical direction. As
discussed in Chapter 3 the processing affects the value of the final refractive
index of the polymers. Here, the lower cladding layer is subjected to three
exposures and six different baking steps whereas the top cladding is only
exposed once and baked twice. This means that the index step between the
core and the lower cladding is slightly higher compared to the index step
between the core and the top cladding and a slight shift of the mode is
expected. However, since the difference in refractive index step is so small
the light is still seen to be centered in the waveguide and it is only the
penetration depths into the two claddings that differ.
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(A) (B)

Figure 6.7: Mode profile of 10 µm embedded SU-8 waveguide. (A) Horizontal
mode profile of the input waveguide with a measured MFD of 9.0 µm. (B)
The vertical mode profile shows a shift towards the top mr-L cladding of
the waveguide mode. The MFD is 6.6 µm.

(A) (B)

Figure 6.8: Mode profile of 5 µm embedded SU-8 waveguide. (A) Horizontal
mode profile with a measured MFD of 8.7 µm. (B) The vertical mode profile
shows a shift towards the top mr-L cladding of the mode profile due to the
slight difference in the refractive indices of the claddings from the processing.
The MFD is measured as 6.2 µm.

The mode profiles of a 5 µm wide embedded waveguide is observed and
compared with simulation data of the same waveguide type performed with
FiMMWAVE (Photon Design, UK). Figure 6.8 shows the measured mode
profiles. In the horizontal direction the mode profile is symmetric with a
MFD of 8.7 µm. Like for the 10 µm wide waveguide the vertical mode profile
is asymmetric with a MFD of 6.2 µm. Figure 6.9 shows the simulation output
where the mode profile of the 5 µm wide waveguide is modelled. Even though
the index step between the core and the top cladding is different from the
index step between the core and the lower cladding the mode is still centered
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in the waveguide and no vertical shift is seen. This is probably because the
difference in index step is only in the order of 10−3. To obtain a significant
shift of the maximum intensity peak of the mode a larger index step is
required.

Figure 6.9: Simulation output of the mode distribution of an asymmetric
waveguide. No shift of the mode profile is seen but the field penetrates
considerably deeper into the top cladding than the bottom cladding. This is
also observed from the mode profiles of the waveguide samples.

Figure 6.10 shows the calculated value of the MFD of the light travelling
inside the waveguide and the initial beam waist (w0) of the light exiting the
waveguide as the width of the waveguide is varied. The calculations are per-
formed for embedded waveguides at a wavelength of 1 310 nm. The height of
the waveguide is 4.5 µm. From the plot it can be seen that a waveguide that
is 5 µm wide has an expected MFD of 15.8 µm and a 10 µm wide waveguide
has an expected MFD of 16.8 µm. The values do not compare very well with
the measured values (8.7 µm and 9.0 µm respectively) but the graph does
show that the difference in the MFD between a 5 µm wide waveguide and
a 10 µm wide waveguide is marginal, like the measurements also show. The
reason for the discrepancy between the calculated and measured values is
a combination of the uncertainty in the refractive indices of the core and
cladding layers, the fact that the calculations are performed for symmetric
waveguides and the uncertainty in the experimental procedure to measure
the MFDs. Moreover, the simulations are not limited by excitation from a
single-mode fiber, which is the situation for the real samples.
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Figure 6.10: Mode size in the horizontal plane with varying waveguide widths
calculated for symmetric embedded waveguides with an index step of 0.0042.
The height of the waveguide is 4.5 µm. There is no significant difference
in the MFD between a waveguide that is 5 µm wide or 10 µm wide. For
a waveguide width less than 3.5 µm the value of the beam waist goes to
infinity and is therefore not plotted.

Figure 6.11 shows the horizontal (A) and vertical (B) mode profiles of a
10 µm wide rib waveguide structured on a mr-L lower cladding. It is clearly
seen that no light propagates in the air and that a shift of the mode profile
of ∼ 1 µm is obtained in the vertical direction. The MFD in the horizontal
direction is 7.7 µm. MFD is 5.6 µm. The calculated values of the MFD’s for
this waveguide structure is 7.9 µm in the horizontal direction and 4.1 µm in
the vertical direction. It is interesting to note that the calculated values for
the horizontal direction compare much better with the measured values for
the rib waveguide than for the embedded waveguides. This is because the
mode is confined strictly to the core and the value of the refractive index of
the cladding is fully known in the latter structure.

Another interesting observation of the rib waveguide is the importance of
the alignment of the input fiber. Due to the larger index step between the
core and the surrounding air, this waveguide supports further modes than
only the fundamental mode. Figure 6.11(A) shows two plots of the mode
profile of the 10 µm wide waveguide. The contour seen in grey is the op-
tical output if the input fiber is not aligned perfectly at the center of the
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(A) (B)

Figure 6.11: Mode profile of 10 µm rib SU-8 waveguide. (A) Horizontal mode
profile with a MFD of 7.7 µm. The grey dotted line shows the excitation of
the first order mode if the input fiber is not perfectly centered. (B) The
vertical mode profile shows a shift towards the lower mr-L cladding since it
cannot propagate in the air. The measured MFD 5.6 µm.

waveguide. In this situation the first order mode is excited instead of the
fundamental mode due to the symmetry of the different modes. However, if
the fiber is moved into the center of the waveguide, only the fundamental
mode is excited. This stresses the importance of aligning the fibers correctly
with the waveguides.

6.4 Summary

This chapter discussed the characterisation of the optical properties of the
waveguides fabricated with the novel material combination using SU-8 as
core and mr-L as cladding. It is seen that the best operating wavelength is
1 310 nm. At this wavelength the propagation and coupling losses have val-
ues of 1 dB/cm and 0.25 dB/facet respectively for a 10 µm wide and 4.5 µm
high waveguide. Hagerhorst et al. present single-mode SU-8 waveguides with
a propagation loss of only 0.3 dB/cm at 1 300 nm, which is significantly
lower than the value measured here. The waveguides fabricated by Hager-
horst et al. are SU-8 rib waveguides structured on a SiO2 buffer layer [70].
Embedded single-mode SU-8 waveguides are presented by Tung et al. where
NOA16 is used as top cladding. These waveguides are also structured on a
SiO2 buffer layer and the propagation loss obtained is 1.25 dB/cm at a wave-
length of 1 550 nm [78]. This value is also lower than what is measured in
this work. However, neither these structures nor the structures presented by
Hagerhorst et al. allow for the definition of a free-hanging waveguide layer.
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In this chapter it is also seen that the best facet quality is obtained by saw-
ing the samples out since these waveguides are not fabricated in crystalline
materials and therefore do not cleave well. The mode profiles are studied in
order to ensure that only single-mode excitation occurs and to investigate
any shifts in the position of the maximum intensity of the mode in the ver-
tical direction. It is seen that all waveguides only support the fundamental
mode as long as the input fiber is aligned perfectly with the waveguide. It is
also seen that the MFD of the 5 µm embedded waveguide is the same, within
the experimental uncertainty, as for the 10 µm wide waveguide. This shows
that the waveguides are truly in the weak guidance approximation. Moreover,
it is seen that the sensitivity of the read-out should be improved by using
a buried channel waveguide with air as top cladding for input waveguide in
the system as this results in a mode shift of ∼ 1 µm downwards.
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Cantilever characterisation

This chapter presents mechanical characterisation of the cantilever struc-
tures alone. The measurements are performed by Montserrat Calleja at
IMM-CSIC in Madrid, Spain. The cantilevers are fabricated at MIC, DTU.
The resonance frequency is measured to find the value of the spring constant
of the cantilevers. Moreover, a comparative experiment is performed with
a SU-8 cantilever and a commercial Si3N4 cantilever where the improved
sensitivity, due to the lower Young’s modulus of the SU-8, is shown.

7.1 Cantilever fabrication

These cantilevers are fabricated at MIC following the process described in
Chapter 3 and the exact process sequence is found in Appendix E. It shall
be noted that there are no waveguides structured in these cantilevers.

(A) (B)

Figure 7.1: (A) An array of five released cantilevers on a chip. (B) Each
cantilever is seen to be perfectly straight. The thickness of these cantilevers
is 4.5 µm.

The cantilevers are structured with a thickness of 4.5 µm and after devel-
opment they are released from the Si wafer by simply lifting with a pair of
tweezers. Figure 7.1 shows SEM images of a released chip with 20 µm wide
cantilevers that are 200 µm long.
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On some chips an interesting observation can be made; there seems to be
a small bend in the cantilever at the point of clamping, figure 7.2(A). The
origin of this shape is not fully understood but it is probably caused at the
stage of the cross-linking of the support layer. When this thick layer cross-
links the stresses generated start to pull on the under-lying cantilever layer.
Due to the low adhesion of the fluorocarbon layer, the cantilevers might
start to lift at the point of clamping and become fixed in this shape during
the following PEB. However, looking at a whole chip with 15 cantilevers,
figure 7.1(B), their apices are seen to be well aligned even though most can-
tilevers show this small bend at their clamping. It has not been investigated
how this might affect the bending profile of the cantilever upon surface stress
changes and the propagation of the light through the cantilever but this is of
course important to understand. The reason why this has not been studied
is that this bend does not appear on all chips but has only been observed
on a few.

(A) (B)

Figure 7.2: (A) Some cantilevers show a small bending at the point of clamp-
ing. (B) However, this does not seem to affect the overall alignment of the
cantilever apices.

7.2 Resonance frequency and spring constant

The mechanical properties of the cantilevers are studied by measuring the
resonance frequency in air and liquid (water). The theoretical expression for
the resonance frequency is

fres =
1
2π

√
k

m?

where k is the spring constant and m? is the effective mass of the can-
tilever [116]. The effective mass is calculated as the mass of the cantilever
combined with the mass of any surrounding fluid the cantilever is forced to
move during the vibrations.

Figure 7.3 shows the resonance frequency of a 4.5 µm thick, 20 µm wide
and 200 µm long cantilever measured as 43 kHz in air and 15 kHz in liquid.
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The reduced frequency in liquid is because of the increased effective mass of
the cantilever. The resonance frequency of a 1.5 µm thick, 20 µm wide and
200 µm long cantilever is also measured, both in air and liquid. The valus
of the resonance frequency are found to be 17 kHz and 3.4 kHz in air and
liquid respectively.

(A) (B)

Figure 7.3: The resonance frequency of a 4.5 µm thick, 20 µm wide and
200 µm long cantilever is 43 kHz in air but only 15 kHz in liquid due to
the increased effective mass of the cantilever when it is submerged in a fluid
with a greater density.

From the resonance frequency measurements the spring constant can be
calculated and the values are found to be 1.58 N/m for the 4.5 µm thick
cantilever and 0.088 N/m for the 1.5 µm thick cantilever, taking the density
of SU-8 to be 1 200 kg/m3 [117] and assuming that the effect of the air on
the effective mass is negligible.

7.3 Cantilever sensitivity

As discussed in Chapter 2 cantilevers react to temperature fluctuations and
pH changes of the surrounding medium due to the bi-material structure.
Montserrat Calleja has performed a thorough study on the effect of small
changes in both temperature and pH that typically arise in a bio/chemial
assay. These experiments have been published in Applied Physics Letters
[104]. In another experiment, the sensitivity of two different cantilever types
are compared [118]. The SU-8 cantilever used in this experiment is 1.6 µm
thin and coated with a 10 nm layer of Au to enable the same chemistry
on both cantilevers for an accurate comparison. The reference cantilever is
a 800 nm thin commercial Si3N4 cantilever (Olympus, Japan) that is also
coated with a 10 nm layer of Au. Both cantilever are 20 µm wide and 200 µm
long. 20 ml of 2 µM ss-DNA followed by 20 ml of 1 mM MCH (mercapto-
hexanol) is introduced to the liquid cell where the cantilevers are situated
and their respective bendings are monitored.
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Figure 7.4: The SU-8 cantilever shows a six times greater bending (2 500 nm)
compared to the Si3N4 cantilever (400 nm) shown in the inset, when the
DNA is introduced.

The theoretical expression for cantilever deflection, ∆d , in relation to an
applied surface stress, ∆σ, is defined in Chapter 2 as

∆d =
3(1− ν)l2

Et2
∆σ

where ν and E are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus of the cantilever
material respectively and t and l is the thickness and the length of the can-
tilever respectively.

The Young’s modulus of SU-8 is 4.95 GPa [119] and the value for Si3N4 is
200 GPa [120]. Substituting for the material properties and the dimensions
of the cantilevers and assuming that the same surface stress is generated
on both cantilevers, it can be seen that the SU-8 cantilever is expected to
bend ten times more than the Si3N4 cantilever even though this cantilever is
twice as thick as the Si3N4 cantilever. From the measurement it is seen that
the SU-8 cantilever bends six times more than the commercial cantilever.
The measured value compares well with the calculated value and the small
discrepancy between the two is most likely due to inhomogeneities of the
10 nm Au layer and the probe density on the cantilevers. Another source
of error are uncertainties in the dimensions of the cantilevers. It is due to
the softer properties of the SU-8 material that this cantilever shows superior
surface stress sensitivity to the Si3N4 cantilever. By decreasing the thickness
of the SU-8 cantilever further improvements of the sensitivity is expected. A
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further advantage with the SU-8 cantilevers is that they are less susceptible
to noise from variations in temperature and pH [104].

7.4 Summary

The SU-8 cantilevers fabricated here are shown to offer higher surface stress
sensitivity and to be less affected by noise factors such as temperature fluctu-
ations or pH changes in the measurement liquids compared to conventional
Si3N4 cantilevers [104,118]. This is a consequence both of the material prop-
erties and the specific fabrication method where a fluorocarbon film is used
as the release layer.
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System characterisation

This chapter describes the characterisation of the optical read-out methods
performed on the final fabricated system. By mechanically deflecting the
probe a known distance the optical intensity variations are monitored in
both the reflection mode and the transmission mode. The aim of the mea-
surements is to show proof-of-principle, which is successfully done for both
read-out modes. Necessary improvements of the calibration method is also
discussed.

8.1 Set-up

The set-up for the calibration of the read-out modes uses the same optical
fibers and mechanical parts as described in Chapter 6. The light source is a
1 310 nm laser unit (HP 81552SM, Hewlett Packard, USA) mounted in the
HP 8153A lightwave multimeter. The Agilent 8163A lightwave multimeter
holds one return loss meter (RLM) (HP 81534A, Hewlett Packard, USA)
used to detect the back-reflected light from the cantilever and one photo-
detector (HP 81532A, Hewlett Packard, USA).

Figure 8.1: Schematic image of the set-up for the calibration of the system.
The 1 310 nm laser is coupled via the RLM detector for operation both in
transmission and reflection mode.
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The set-up is shown schematically in figure 8.1. The 1 310 nm light source
is coupled into the RLM that is mounted in channel A in the Agilent 8163A
lightwave multimeter. The light is butt-coupled into the system from the
RLM via a single-mode fiber. The read-out from the RLM corresponds to the
read-out of the reflection mode. Another single-mode fiber is butt-coupled
to the output waveguide of the system and connected to the HP 81532A
module mounted in channel B of the lightwave multimeter. This unit gives
the read-out from the transmission mode. Data recording occurs with Lab-
View (National Instruments, USA) from both channels simultaneously on
a PC the lightwave multimeter is connected to via a GPIB interface. The
sampling rate is 1 s.

(A)

(B)

Figure 8.2: The set-up used for the calibration of the system. (A) The probe
is used to control the cantilever deflection while the optical output from the
reflection mode and the transmission mode is monitored. (B) Zoom of the
probe and the sample with the input fiber on the left-hand-side and the
output fiber on the right-hand-side.

To characterise and calibrate the two read-out modes a set-up is assem-
bled where a tungsten probe (9111-09, Terra Universal, USA) is used to
mechanically deflect the cantilever while the optical output from the two
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read-out modes is monitored. The tip radius of the probe is 25 µm. Figure
8.2 shows a picture of the set-up. Two stages (M-461, Newport, USA) make
up the lower region of the set-up and these are used to control the position
of the probe in the horizontal plane. A 5 cm long metal rod is secured onto
a third stage of the same type mounted vertically on the two lower stages.
At the end of the rod the probe is fastened at an 45 ◦ angle to the rod. The
vertical displacement of the probe is controlled with a micrometer screw
(DM-13B, Newport, USA) to an accuracy of ± 0.25 µm. For the following
measurements it is assumed that the tip of the probe moves with the same
displacement as the micrometer screw. The probe is place at the apex of
the cantilever and therefore the displacement of the cantilever is assumed
to be identical to the movement of the micrometer screw. This assumption
is valid due to the rigidity of the set-up and the softness of the cantilever.
Obviously, the range of displacements generated by the probe does not re-
flect the expected cantilever deflections generated by any real bio/chemical
analyses. The aim of these experiments is purely proof-of-principle.

Alignment procedure

The input fiber is directly spliced onto the RLM. This means that simple
alignment with red light where the light source is exchanged afterwards is not
possible because sufficient power cannot pass through the RLM at 635 nm.
Therefore, a six-step-alignment procedure is used:

1. The 635 nm laser diode is connected via a freshly cleaved fiber and
aligned to the input waveguide of the system by focusing the output
light with the 20X lens onto the CCD camera.

2. The lens and CCD camera are moved and a freshly cleaved output
fiber is connected to the red light detector and aligned to the output
waveguide of the system. At this stage the input fiber shall not be
moved.

3. The input fiber is exchanged to the fiber from the RLM module that
is first freshly cleaved. The 1 310 nm light is connected via the RLM.

4. The output fiber is changed from the red light detector to the infra red
light detector.

5. The input fiber from the RLM is aligned to the input waveguide of the
system. At this stage the output fiber shall not be moved.

6. Final fine adjustments of the two fibers is performed to ensure optimal
alignment.
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8.2 Light propagation

The first investigation that is performed on the complete system is a compar-
ison between the mode profile of the input waveguide and the mode profile
exiting the system.

Figure 8.3: Schematic drawing marking the two different cross-sectional
planes in the system where the mode profiles are compared. A marks the
input waveguide and B marks the output waveguide.

(A) (B)

Figure 8.4: CCD images comparing the output light from (A) a 10 µm wide
straight buried waveguide and from (B) the output waveguide of the system.
The waveguide cores and the different regions are marked for clarity.

For this study a system with air as top cladding is used. The input
waveguide is a 10 µm wide and 4.5 µm high channel waveguide. The output
waveguide starts with a 75 µm wide and 100 µm long cantilever suspended
in air and continues with a channel waveguide that is tapered down to 10 µm
at the end of the chip. Figure 8.3 marks the cross-sectional planes where the
two mode profiles are observed. A marks the input waveguide and B marks
the output waveguide.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 8.5: Comparison between the mode profile of the input and output
waveguides. (A) The MFD of the input waveguides is 7.7 µm and the output
waveguide measures 5.8 µm in the horizontal direction. (B) The MFD of
the input waveguides in the vertical direction is 8.0 µm and the output
waveguides measures 5.0 µm. No significant change in the MFD of the light
occurs as it travels across the system.

The mode profile from the input waveguide is obtained by aligning the
fiber to one of the 10 µm wide straight reference waveguides that are struc-
tured at the outer region of the chip. An image of the output light is captured
by the CCD, figure 8.4(A). For the mode profile of the light exiting the sys-
tem the fiber is aligned to a cantilever waveguide in the same chip. The
CCD image of this mode is shown in figure 8.4(B). The waveguide cores
and facet regions are marked in both images for clarity. From the images in
figure 8.4 it can be seen that some light travels in the cladding of the sys-
tem. The cladding modes are due to bad facet quality that prevents 100 %
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coupling of the light into the waveguide core. However, it is still easy to see
the waveguide structure and that most of the light is centered at the waveg-
uide core. Figure 8.5 compares the intensity profiles of the light exiting the
input waveguide and the output waveguide. Both the horizontal and verti-
cal profiles are shown. The mode profile of the input waveguide is shown in
light grey and the mode profile of the output waveguide is represented by
the black curve. From figure 8.5 it can be seen that only single-mode prop-
agation occurs in both waveguides in both the horizontal and the vertical
direction. It can be noted that the MFD in both the vertical and horizontal
directions are slightly smaller for the output waveguide compared to in the
input waveguide. However, the difference is well within the experimental
error of this type of measurement and it is concluded that no significant
change in the MFD occurs as the light travels across the system.

8.3 Transmission mode

To characterise the transmission mode read-out the tungsten probe is placed
at the apex of the cantilever without touching it. The probe is moved in 1 µm
steps in 3 min time intervals. The system is given 3 min for stabilisation of
the output signal between the different inputs. Figure 8.6 shows the read-out
of a typical measurement in the transmission mode.

Figure 8.6: Typical data obtained for the transmission mode read-out when
the probe is placed at the apex of the cantilever and deflects the cantilever
in 1 µm steps. The maximum deflection here is 9 µm.
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Both the raw data, the drift and the resulting output signal are plot-
ted. The drift in the measurement is represented by the slope of the light
grey plot. The drift is calculated from the linear 3 min intervals and it is
assumed the drift stems from the drift of the micrometer screw and the
stages holding the input and output fibers. It is not possible to exactly de-
termine when the probe first touches the cantilever by observation in the
microscope. Therefore, the probe is brought in contact with the chip and
then lifted ∼ 3 µm upwards before the measurement is started. The point
of contact is then determined from the measurement data afterwards. This
naturally adds a degree of uncertainty to the measurement. From the data
output it can be approximated that the probe is placed 2 µm above the can-
tilever initially. The probe is moved downwards a total of 9 µm and between
30 min and 36 min on the time line in figure 8.6 the probe is maintained at
this maximum displacement. Afterwards, the probe is returned to its initial
position in 1 µm steps. As the probe deflects the cantilever the intensity of
the throughput light is decreased and as the cantilever is moved back to its
original position the output light level is returned almost to its initial value.
There is a small discrepancy of -0.02 µW between the initial and the final
values of the intensity level. This difference is well within experimental er-
rors. Another interesting observation is that the intensity of the light never
reaches zero but 100 nW light can always pass through the system as stray
light outside the waveguides.

Figure 8.7: Measurement output for the transmission mode read-out where
the optical intensity is plotted versus the cantilever deflection. The error
bars in the measurement are the same size as the data points.
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Figure 8.7 shows the optical output intensity for the different cantilever
displacements as measured in figure 8.6 both as the probe is moved down-
wards (black circles) and upwards again (grey squares). The data points
are connected for guidance of the eye. The intensity profiles are seen to be
close to a Gaussian profile with the steepest slope at a cantilever deflection
of 3 µm. The expected shift of the mode profile as seen in figure 6.11(B)
is not easy to determine. However, the shift is only expected to be 1 µm
which is the size of the steps the micrometer screw is moved and therefore
very difficult to detect. At a light intensity around 1 µW the noise in the
photo-detector is ∼ 5 nW. This means that the minimum detectable differ-
ence in the read-out signal of the photo-detector is 0.01 µW. From the plot
in figure 8.7 such an intensity change corresponds to only a 45 nm deflection
of the cantilever, if the cantilever is operated in the region of steepest slope
in the graph (with an initial cantilever deflection of 3 µm). Using Stoney’s
equation (3.1) this translates to a surface stress sensitivity of only 0.19 N/m.

8.4 Reflection mode

The read-out sensitivity of the reflection mode is monitored simultaneously
with the transmission mode where the probe is moved in 1-µm-steps in 3 min
time intervals. Figure 8.8 shows the output in the reflection mode read-out
as the probe is moved downwards.

Figure 8.8: Typical data obtained in the reflection mode read-out. When
the cantilever is deflected the reflection signal is increased because light is
reflected off the tungsten tip.
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Both the raw data, the drift and the resulting output signal are plotted.
Again, the level of the drift is found from the slope of the light grey plot.
The drift is calculated from the linear 3 min intervals and it is assumed the
drift stems from the drift of the micrometer screw as it is moved downwards.
After the negative drift in the output data is subtracted the contradicting
observation is made that the reflection signal increases when the cantilever
is deflected. Figure 8.9 shows the side view of the set-up at the cantilever
waveguide region. The figure is drawn to scale to give a clear impression of
the situation.

Figure 8.9: Schematic drawing of the probe used to deflect the cantilever.
The image is drawn to scale for the 100 µm long cantilever used and it can
clearly be seen that it is likely that the probe has a large influence on the
reflected light.

Since the probe is placed at the apex of the cantilever the most likely
reason for the observed increase in the read-out signal is that light reflects
off the probe. To investigate this assumption the same experiment is per-
formed placing the probe at the cantilever base instead of the apex. For this
measurement the probe is moved downwards in 5 µm steps in 3 min time in-
tervals and a lower resolution is therefore obtained from the measurement.
Figure 8.10 shows the comparison between the data obtained for the two
different probe positions.

It is clearly seen that the position of the probe along the cantilever is
highly influential on the result of the read-out signal. The probe is first
placed at the apex of the cantilever to obtain a correct calibration of the
cantilever deflection. However, with respect to the optical read-out this is not
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Figure 8.10: When the probe is placed at the apex of the cantilever the light
intensity increases as the cantilever is deflected (grey squares). When the
probe is pushing close to the clamping position of the cantilever the light
intensity decreases (black circles).

the optimal position as the probe itself is seen to reflect light back into the
input waveguide. In fact, close to 100 % of the light is reflected at a cantilever
deflection of 9 µm. When the probe is placed close to the point of clamping
of the cantilever the output signal decreases with increased cantilever de-
flection. This shows that light is probably not reflected off the probe in this
situation. However, here it is not possible to determine the cantilever de-
flection precisely. Moreover, the cantilever becomes permanently deflected
when the probe is pushing at the base due to mechanical rupture. It can
therefore be concluded that this method of calibration of the system is not
optimal for the reflection mode read-out and a minimum detectable deflec-
tion cannot be determined. It would be preferable to have a non-reflective
probe or alternatively to structure an integrated electrode in the cantilever
that can be used to thermally deflect the cantilever a known distance [121].

8.5 Comparison with theoretical calculations

The experimentally obtained data is compared with the theoretically calcu-
lated values of the read-out sensitivities of the two modes. Figure 8.11 shows
the expected intensity variations with an optical input of 20 µW, which is
the value of the fiber-to-fiber (FTF) measurement. The calculated output
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intensity for zero displacement of the cantilever is 0.535 µW in the reflection
mode and 7.35 µW in the transmission mode. The significantly lower value
in the reflection mode is because of the low reflectivity of the cantilever
front-end, as discussed in Chapter 5. From figure 8.10 an optical output in
the order of 10 µW is measured in the reflection mode at zero deflection of
the cantilever waveguide. From figure 8.7 the corresponding value for the
transmission mode is noted to be 1.2 µW. A large deviation is seen between
the calculated and the measured values in both read-out modes.

Figure 8.11: Expected optical output for Pin of 20 µW. When the can-
tilever is perfectly aligned with the input waveguide an output intensity
of 0.535 µW is expected in the reflection mode and 7.35 µW is expected for
the transmission mode.

For the reflection mode read-out the intensity of the measured reflected
light is 20 times higher than the calculated value. The reason for the large
difference is that the theoretical approach does not account for the reflec-
tions off the input fiber end and the input waveguide facet. In Chapter 6
the importance of the facet quality is discussed and it is clearly seen in
figure 6.6 that even the sawn samples show a facet with a rather high sur-
face roughness. This surface roughness decreases the coupling efficiency into
the waveguide and results in large reflections due to scattering. Moreover,
the surface roughness of the cantilever front-end is not accounted for here.
Most likely it is not perfectly smooth and an increase in the reflected light
intensity can therefore be expected. Moreover, parasitic reflections occur
from all other surfaces of the system. These are also not accounted for in
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the theoretical model. It is therefore not surprising to see that the amount
of reflected light in the measurement is considerably higher than in the the-
oretical calculations.

To analyse the situation in the transmission mode read-out it is easier to
translate the throughput intensity to losses across the system. The loss of
the system is calculated from the simple expression

Loss = 10× log
(
Pout
Pin

)
where Pin is the value from the FTF measurement [95].

The theoretically expected loss in the transmission mode is 4.4 dB and the
measured value is 12.2 dB. The difference between these two values arises
because the coupling loss into the system and the propagation loss through
the waveguides are not included. There might also be losses introduced by
the taper of the output waveguide. When these factors also are included the
value of the expected loss increases to

Total loss = 4.4 + (2× 0.2) + (1.65× 1.2) + 0.5 = 7.28 dB

There is still approximately 5 dB loss that is not accounted for. This might
be attributed to a greater coupling and propagation loss of these waveguides
as compared to the embedded waveguides investigated in Chapter 6. Figure
8.12 marks the different regions in the system that contribute to each extra
source of loss.

Figure 8.12: The extra sources of loss introduced into the transmission mode
read-out are marked on this schematic drawing of the system.
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Figure 8.13 plots the comparison between the measurements and the the-
oretically calculated sensitivity of the two read-out modes. The theoretical
curve for the reflection mode is multiplied by a factor 20 and the trans-
mission mode curve is multiplied by a factor 0.2 to account for the extra
sources of losses in the complete system generating the discrepancy between
theory and measurements. From the data it can be seen that the calculated
sensitivity of the transmission mode compares very well with the measured
sensitivity once the correction factor has been applied. The fit between the-
ory and measurement is not as good in the reflection mode. The better
agreement between theory and measurement in the transmission mode com-
pared to the reflection mode is simply because both the theoretical model
and the measurements are more straight-forward for the transmission mode
read-out.

Figure 8.13: Comparison between theoretical and experimental results. A
good fit is seen between the theoretical curve and the measured values when
the total losses in the system are included for the transmission mode. The fit
for the reflection read-out mode is not as good. The curve of the theoretical
values for the reflection mode is multiplied by a factor 20 and the curve for
the theoretical values of the transmission mode is multiplied by a factor 0.2.
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8.6 Summary

The aim of this chapter is to show the proof-of-principle of the two read-out
modes of the integrated optical detection system developed in this PhD. To
do that, first it is assured that light can propagate through the system by
observing the mode profiles of the input waveguide and of the light exiting
the system. No significant difference in the MFDs is observed. The read-
out from the two modes are monitored simultaneously as the cantilever is
mechanically deflected in 1 µm steps by a tungsten probe. The deflections
of the probe is controlled with a micrometer screw placed at the apex of the
cantilever. From the experiments it can be concluded that this is not the
ideal method of calibrating the system in the reflection mode since the probe
has a tip diameter of 50 µm and interferes with the light path significantly.
However, proof-of-principle is shown for the two read-out modes with an
expected deflection sensitivity of 45 nm for the transmission mode if the
cantilever is operated in the region of highest sensitivity. Optimisation of
the calibration method needs to be performed before a conclusive values can
be determined for the read-out sensitivity in the reflection mode. From the
measurements it is also seen that the shift of the center position of the mode
profile due to the inhomogeneous waveguide structure is not significant so
an initial cantilever deflection of 2 - 3 µm is required for optimal sensitivity.
Such deflection could be achieved by coating the cantilever with a layer of
Au after the release [122]. This Au layer can also be used for binding the
probe molecules via thiol-chemistry.
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Chapter 9

Concluding Remarks

9.1 Alternative read-out method

During the work on this PhD project an idea of another detection scheme
was also discussed. In this scheme, light enters the system via an input
waveguide, like in the systems presented. Opposite to the presented read-
out methods though, this input waveguide is on the same side of the air gap
as the cantilever, which the light passes through. After exiting the cantilever
and travelling across the air gap the light reaches an inclined surface and
is reflected out of the system. Such a design makes it possible to place the
photo-detector in the lid of the packaging of the system or alternatively at
the bottom of the micro channel. Moreover, instead of simply detecting the
intensity variations of the through-coupled light this read-out scheme is a
pure miniaturised version of the optical lever principle known from AFM,
where the movement of the output light is followed on the photo-detector.

Figure 9.1: Schematic drawing of the ’Step-and-Flash’ fabrication method.
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Such a system requires a 45◦ sloped side wall at the opposite side of
the cantilever. Standard UV-lithography does not allow for such structur-
ing so the method of ’Step-and-Flash’ is investigated. Figure 9.1 shows the
method schematically. The process steps are the same as for standard UV-
lithography with the modification that a mould is used to form the SU-8 dur-
ing the soft bake before it is exposed and cross-linked. Here, a KOH-etched
Si stamp is used as the mould and the stamp can easily be removed once the
polymer is cross-linked. The structures in the Si stamp used here have an
inclination of 54.7◦ from the KOH etching but there are alternative etching
recipes that allow for a resulting 45◦ degree etching angle [123]. More de-
tails on the process optimisation and possible applications of this fabrication
method is found in the publication Sloped side walls in SU-8 structures with
’Step-and-Flash’ processing [124]. Figure 9.2 shows SEM images comparing
the Si stamp used and the resulting SU-8 structures. A very good agreement
in the spatial resolution is seen.

Figure 9.2: SEM images of (A) Si stamp and (B) the resulting SU-8 struc-
tures patterned with ’Step-and-Flash’.

9.2 Conclusions

In this PhD project the fabrication of a novel read-out method for a can-
tilever based sensor based on integrated optics is presented. A new material
combination is investigated to obtain single-mode waveguides with low prop-
agation losses. Both the cantilevers and the waveguides are structured in a
polymeric material suitable for the fabrication of the complete sensing sys-
tem. The negative resist SU-8 is used for the cantilever waveguide material
and the negative resist mr-L is used as cladding material of the waveguides
as well as the device material of the complete system.
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Embedded waveguides with a propagation loss of 1.2 dB/cm at 1 310 nm
and coupling loss of 0.25 dB/facet at the same wavelength are fabricated and
characterised. This material combination is highly suitable for the fabrica-
tion of an all-polymeric device, especially since the mr-L resist is specifically
designed as a low-stress material where the complete backbone of the system
can be fabricated without the issue of delamination and cracking.

The sensitivity of the refractive index of the polymers to changes in the
processing is studied in detail. It is shown that it is highly important to
always apply the same process parameters to the different waveguide layers
to obtain identical waveguides across different batches.

The mode profiles are studied of both homogeneous and in-homogenous
waveguides to ensure that only single-mode propagation occurs and to fa-
cilitate the calibration process of the read-out methods. From the mode
profiles it is seen that the penetration depth of the light differs between the
top and bottom cladding due to the process sensitivity of the mr-L polymer.
However, no significant shift of the mode profile is seen for the embedded
waveguides. It can therefore be concluded that the difference in the index
step is minor.

A novel fabrication method is developed to enable the direct fabrication
of free-hanging structures patterned in a negative resist applying only UV-
lithography. By using a release layer with a tailored adhesion [125] the struc-
tures are fabricated on a Si wafer and afterwards transferred onto another
wafer via a bond-and-transfer process. The structures remain on the final
Pyrex wafer for support. Before experiments the samples are sawn out and
it is shown that the cleaving technique is highly influential on the final cou-
pling loss of the waveguides.

Theoretical calculations, using the Gaussian approximation of the mode
profiles, are performed to find values of the bending sensitivity in both read-
out modes. The sensitivity of the reflection mode is expected to be higher
than the transmission mode but the signal-to-noise ratio of the reflection
mode is seen to be significantly lower. Two methods to increase this are dis-
cussed. The transmission mode has a calculated minimum detectable can-
tilever deflection of 30 nm.

Finally, proof-of-principle is shown for both detection modes by mechani-
cally deflecting the cantilever while simultaneously recording the optical out-
puts. In the transmission mode read-out a minimum detectable cantilever
deflection of 45 nm is measured in the most sensitive region. No conclusive
value can be given for the reflection mode read-out since the calibration
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method proved to have flaws for this read-out mode. However, with the in-
tegration of an electrode to thermally displace the cantilever it is expected to
be possible to calibrate even this read-out mode. Such a calibration method
would also result in cantilever deflections in the same order as the deflections
expected from real life applications of this system.

As a final conclusion, this work shows the integration of a novel read-out
method utilising integrated optics in an all-polymer device. Such a system
has not been presented in the literature before. It is believed that both
read-out modes present two interesting new types of integrated read-out for
cantilever based sensors. Optical read-out has benefits over electrical inte-
grated read-out since it is not affected by conducting liquids or external
electromagnetic fields. There might be an issue with the adsorption of the
probe molecules onto the cantilever since this could affect the mode profile of
the cantilever waveguide. There might also be issues with water absorption
of the polymeric materials, although this is expected to be very low. Neither
of these effects have been studied in this work. The reflection mode has the
advantage over the transmission mode that it does not use the cantilever as
a waveguide. Thereby, it is not as sensitive to refractive index changes of the
surrounding medium or surface stress changes on the cantilever. The great-
est challenge for the reflection mode read-out is to obtain a sufficiently high
signal-to-noise ratio. This could be achieved e.g. by coating the cantilever
front-end with a reflective layer.

The commercial interest of such a biosensor as presented here was investi-
gate by participation in the nation-wide business plan competition Venture
Cup 2005/2006. Out of a total of 80 originally submitted business plans, the
PolyCan business plan was chosen top-five with respect to the business idea,
top-ten with respect to the commercialisation plan and awarded an over-all
third position in the competition. This clearly shows that there is a large
commercial interest in a cantilever based biosensor developed for point-of-
care analyses and it is with greatest sincerity I hope to see this work further
developed.
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Appendix A

Facet inclinations

For the reflection mode read-out it is important to minimise the output
signal in the RLM from light reflected off any other surface and interface than
the cantilever front-end. The major issue is the back-reflected light when the
light exits the input waveguide and travels across the air gap. Here, 4.5 %
of the input light is back-reflected, which is of the same order as the light
reflected off the cantilever front-end and therefore the largest contributor to
noise in this read-out mode. By structuring the facet of the input waveguide
at an angle one can avoid the back-reflected light being re-coupled into
the input waveguide, whereas the light reflected off the cantilever front-end
still will be. Figure A.1 shows the light paths for three different situations.
Following Snell’s law, light is guided by the waveguide when it hits the
boundary between the core and the cladding at an angle greater than the
critical angle, θc. In this situation the requirement translates as

θr ≤ θp for waveguiding to occur

where θr is the angle between the light path of the returning light inside the
waveguide and the direction of propagation.

If the facet of the input waveguide is not inclined, the requirement above
is fulfilled as the returning light is reflected at an angle of θp. This Appendix
derives the requirement of the angle the facet shall be structured at if only
the light reflected off the cantilever front-end shall be guided and not the
light reflected at the input waveguide/air interface. The small angle approx-
imation is assumed, i.e. sin θ ∼ θ.

For clarity of presentation an exception from the the convention of angle
representation is made and all angles are marked as positive in the clock-wise
direction.
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Facet inclinations

Figure A.1: Schematic drawing of the light paths in the three different situ-
ations; no inclination (broken line), when the cantilever front-end is inclined
(solid line) and when both facets are inclined (broken line with dots). NB!
The broken line with dots inside the cantilever does not represent the light
rays coupling into the cantilever but it is simply an extension of the light
path outside the cantilever.

One inclined facet (solid line path)

First, the situation where only the input waveguide is structured at an an-
gle is considered. The light reflected at the waveguide/air interface will not
be re-coupled into the waveguide since the angle of the back-reflected light,
θp + α is greater than θp. What remains to be ensured is that the light re-
flected off the cantilever will be guided.

Applying Snell’s law at the waveguide/air interface gives

n1 sin (θp + α) = n3 sin θb ∴ θb '
n1

n3
(θp + α)

It can also be seen that

θc = θb − α and θd = θc − α

which gives

θd = θb − 2α
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For the returning light at the input waveguide Snell’s law is applied again,
giving

n3 sin θd = n1 sin θf ∴ θf '
n3

n1
θd

For propagation of the reflected light in the waveguide to occur

θf + α < θp

Substituting for θf

θp + α− 2α
n3

n1
+ α < θp i.e. θp + 2α

[
1− n3

n1

]
< θp

which gives
n3

n1
> 1

This is the requirement of the facet inclination if the reflected light shall
be guided. However, n1 = ncore and n3 = 1 so it is not possible to obtain
re-coupling of the reflected light when the waveguide facet is inclined.

Both facets inclined (broken line with dots path)

Therefore, it is investigated if the back-reflected light can be coupled into
the waveguide by structuring both the input waveguide and the cantilever
facets at an angle.

The first part of the problem is the same as in the previous example

n1 sin (θp + α) = n3 sin θb ∴ θb '
n1

n3
(θp + α)

It can also be seen that

θc′ = θc − β = θb − α− β

and
θd′ = θc′ − β − α = θb − 2 (α+ β)

From applying Snell’s law when the reflected light returns to the waveg-
uide this expression is obtained for the light entering the waveguide

n3 sin θd′ = n1 sin θf ′ ∴ θf ′ ' n3

n1
θd′
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For propagation of the reflected light in the waveguide after returning

θf ′ + α < θp

Substituting for θf ′

θp + α− 2
(
n3

n1

)
+ α < θp

From which α can be related to β as

α

(
1− n3

n1

)
− n3

n1
β < 0

giving
α <

n3

(n1 − n3)
β

This combination is physically possible. So, by structuring both the wave-
guide and the cantilever interface at an angle the noise in the detection
method can be greatly reduced as the light reflected at the waveguide/air
interface cannot re-couple back into the input waveguide whereas the light
reflected off the cantilever front-end can.
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System processing

Wafer A

1. ALIGNMENT MARKS

• Track 1: AZ 5214E resist, pr 1 5

• KS Aligner: 6 s expo @ ci2, hard contact. Mask: Alignment marks

• 120 ◦ hotplate: 80 s reverse bake

• KS Aligner: 40 s flood-exposure

• Developer: NaOH:H2O (1:5). 70 s under stirring. Rinse in H2O
for 3 min

• Plasma Asher: 240 sccm O2, 40 sccm N2, 400 W, 4 min

• Alcatel: 300 Å Al

• Lift-off: Ultra sound in Acetone, 15 min. Rinse in H2O for 3 min

2. RELEASE LAYER

• ASE: Fluorocarbon deposition. 1 min 30 s, CF4 = 120 sccm,
p = 60 mTorr

3. WAVEGUIDE AND CANTILEVER LAYER

• KS Spinner: SU-8 2005. 1st stage: 15 s @ 3 000 rpm and 400 rpm/s
2nd stage: 30 s @ 5 000 rpm and 600 rpm/s

• Hotplate: Soft bake. 5 min @ 60◦C and 10 min @ 90◦C

• KS Aligner: 30 s expo @ ci2, hard contact. Mask: Waveguide
structures

• Hotplate: PEB. 10 min @ 60◦C and 10 min @ 90◦C

• Developer: PGMEA. 2 min in First and 2 min in Final, 1.5 rpm
stirring. Rinse with Iso-propanol
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4. TOP CLADDING

• KS Spinner: mr-L 6050 XP in syringe. Use gyrset for spinner,
t = 3 s, p = 42 psi. 1st stage: 15 s @ 3 000 rpm and 400 rpm/s
2nd stage: 30 s @ 4 000 rpm and 500 rpm/s

• Hotplate: Soft bake. 10 min @ 60◦C and 15 min @ 90◦C

• KS Aligner: 55 s expo @ ci2, hard contact. Mask: Chip mask v.2

• Hotplate: PEB. 15 min @ 60◦C and 20 min @ 90◦C

• Developer: PGMEA. 3 min, 1.5 rpm stirring. Rinse with Iso-
propanol

Wafer B

5. CLEAN WAFERS

• Ultra sound: Triton X-100 for 20 min

• Piranha: H2SO4 and H2O2 for 10 min @ 80 ◦C

• 250 ◦C oven: over-night

6. Cr/Au MASK

• Track 1: AZ 5214E resist, pr 1 5

• KS Aligner: 6 s expo @ ci2, hard contact. Mask: Au mask for
Pyrex

• 120 ◦ hotplate: 80 s reverse bake

• KS Aligner: 40 s flood-exposure

• Developer: NaOH:H2O (1:5). 70 s under stirring. Rinse in H2O
for 3 min

• Plasma Asher: 240 sccm O2, 40 sccm N2, 400 W, 4 min

• Alcatel: 100 Å Cr and 1 000 Å Au

• Lift-off: Ultra sound in Acetone, 30 min. Rinse in H2O for 3 min

7. BONDING LAYER

• KS Spinner: SU-8 2005. 1st stage: 15 s @ 3 000 rpm and 400 rpm/s
2nd stage: 30 s @ 5 000 rpm and 600 rpm/s

• Hotplate: Soft bake. 5 min @ 60◦C and 10 min @ 90◦C
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Wafer C

8. RELEASE LAYER

• ASE: Fluorocarbon deposition. 1 min 30 s, CF4 = 120 sccm,
p = 60 mTorr

9. LOWER CLADDING

• KS Spinner: mr-L 6050 XP in syringe. Use gyrset for spinner,
t = 3 s, p = 42 psi. 1st stage: 15 s @ 3 000 rpm and 400 rpm/s
2nd stage: 30 s @ 4 000 rpm and 500 rpm/s

• Hotplate: Soft bake. 10 min @ 60◦C and 15 min @ 90◦C

Further process steps

10. 1st BOND

• EVG-NIL Aligner: Align wafer A and B

• EVG-NIL Bonder: 1 000 N, 90 ◦C, 30 min, cool down to room
temperature

• KS-Aligner: 30 s expo @ ci2, flood-exposure

• Hotplate: PEB 10 min @ 60◦C and 10 min @ 90◦C

• Scalpel: Separate wafers

• Developer: PGMEA. 2 min in First and 2 min in Final, 1.5 rpm
stirring. Rinse with Iso-propanol

11. 2nd BOND

• EVG-NIL Bonder: Bond wafer B and C @ 100 N, 90 ◦C, 30 min,
cool down to room temperature

• KS Aligner: 55 s expo @ ci2, flood-exposure

• Hotplate: PEB 15 min @ 60◦C and 20 min @ 90◦C

• Scalpel: Separate wafers

• Developer: PGMEA. 3 min, 1.5 rpm stirring. Rinse with Iso-
propanol

12. RELEASE

• Lift chips off Si wafer with tweezers
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Appendix C

Gaussian mode profiles

The Gaussian wavefunction used to approximate the field distribution in the
waveguides is expressed as

φ(x) = exp
(
−1

2
(x− x0)2

w2
x

)
(C.1)

where x0 is the position the function is centered at and wx is the beam waist,
figure 2.2.

The waveguides of this system are not symmetric but the width is differ-
ent to the height. In some cases the refractive index step is also different.
Therefore, the wavefunction is expressed as the product of two Gaussian
functions with their respective beam waists.

φ(X,Y ) = exp
(
−1

2
X2

S2
X

)
exp

(
−1

2
Y 2

S2
Y

)
(C.2)

where X and Y are the normalised co-ordinates such that X = x/ρx and
Y = y/ρy and SX and SY are the normalised beam waists such that SX = wx/ρx
and SY = wy/ρy, where ρx is the half width of the waveguide and ρy is the
half height.

The normalised beam waists can be related to their respective V-parameter
for each direction via two coupled transcendental equations

1
SX

=
2V 2

x√
π

exp
(
− 1
S2
X

)
erf

(
1
SY

)
(C.3)

and

1
SY

=
2V 2

y√
π

exp
(
− 1
S2
Y

)
erf

(
1
SX

)
(C.4)
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where the V-parameter discussed in Chapter 2 is defined as

Vx/y =
2π
λ
ρx/y(n

2
co − n2

cl)
1/2

where λ is the wavelength, nco and ncl is the refractive index of the core
and cladding materials respectively and ρx/y is half the width/height of the
waveguide structure.

Solving equation (C.3) and (C.4) with the expression for the V-parameter
gives the values of the normalised beam waists for equation (C.2).

Before this equation can be applied for the mathematical calculations, the
intensity distributions need to be normalised as∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
I(x, y) = 1 (C.5)

where
I(x, y) = φ2(x, y)

giving

ψ(x, y) =
φ(x, y)√∫∞

−∞
∫∞
−∞ φ2(x, y) dxdy

(C.6)

This is the definition of the normalised wavefunction used to calculate the
size of the fundamental mode of the waveguides in Chapter 5.
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Coupling efficiencies

Reflection mode

The coupling efficiency of the reflection mode, αref is found from computing
the overlap integral of ψ2(x,y,l) & the cantilever front-end and ψ4(x,y, l, lb)
& ψ1(x,y) at the cantilever/input waveguide interface

αref = αψ2/cant × αψ4/ψ1

(A)

(B)

Figure D.1: In the reflection mode, the light travels across the air gap and
reflects back into the input waveguide. Here, the cantilever is represented by
a slit, letting light through. The different parameters used in the calculations
are marked in the drawing.
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Two integration limits, βmin and βmax are introduced at the cantilever
front-end because this integral is either limited by the cantilever height or
the zero position of the light intensity; 3 × wy2(l). In fact, the intensity
of the light never reaches zero but this limit is valid to use since it covers
99.76 % of the modal power.

βmin = MAX[ −3× wy2(l); − ρy + d ]

βmax = MIN[ 3× wy2(l); ρy + d ]

where wy2(l) is the beam waist after a travelled distance (l), ρy is the half
height of the cantilever and d is the cantilever deflection.

The back-reflected light is also modelled as a Gaussian wavefunction with
its beam waist determined by the size of the illuminated slit. The position of
the wavefunction is assumed as purely translative and directly related to the
cantilever deflection. This is naturally not the true situation but it is a good
approximation to use to be able to estimate the degree of coupling into the
input waveguide of the back-reflected light. However, the assumption is only
valid within the cantilever deflection range of ± 8.55 µm where the whole
cantilever is illuminated. The break-down of the theory at larger cantilever
deflections is caused by the effective diffraction of the light from the slit
used to represent the cantilever. dslit represents the center position of the
back-reflected light and wyslit is the initial beam waist of the back-reflected
light, i.e. w0 when calculating the spread of the returning light. The two
parameters are calculated as

dslit =
βmax + βmin

2

wyslit =
βmax − βmin

2

Furthermore, two new integration limits are introduced for the returning
light at the input waveguide

θmin = MAX[−ρy; − 3× wy4(l, lb) + dslit]

θmax = MIN[ρy; 3× wy4(l, lb) + dslit]

where l is the distance traveled toward the cantilever and lb is the distance
traveld backward. For the situation where the light is coupled back into the
input waveguide, l = lb.
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These two integration limits serve the same purpose as βmin and βmax, to
limit the integral either by the dimensions of the input waveguide or by the
zero position of the light intensity distribution.

The full expression of αref can now be computed as

αψ2/cant =

∫ ρxcant
−ρxcant

∫ βmax

βmin
ψ2

2(x, y, l) dxdy∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ ψ2

1(x, y) dxdy
(D.1)

where ρxcant is the half width of the cantilever waveguide

and

αψ4/ψ1
=

∫ ρxwgin
−ρxwgin

∫ θmax

θmin
ψ4(x, y + dslit, l, lb)ψ1(x, y) dxdy∫ ρxcant

−ρxcant

∫ βmax

βmin
ψ2

2(x, y) dxdy
(D.2)

where ρxwgin is the half width of the input waveguide.

The numerator of (D.1) cancels with the denominator of (D.2) leaving

αref =

∫ ρxwgin
−ρxwgin

∫ θmax

θmin
ψ4(x, y + dslit, l, lb)ψ1(x, y) dxdy∫∞

−∞
∫∞
−∞ ψ2

1(x, y) dxdy
(D.3)
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Transmission mode

The coupling efficiency of the transmission mode, αtrans is found from the
overlap integrals of ψ2(x,y,l) & ψ3(x,y) at the air/cantilever interface and
ψ3(x,y) & ψ5(x,y) at the cantilever/output waveguide interface

αtrans = αψ2/ψ3
× αψ3/ψ5

In region 2, the mode develops according to equation (2.4) with an increas-
ing beam waist across the gap. The overlap integral at the air/cantilever
interface can be computed over infinity as the ψ3(x,y) mode is strictly con-
fined inside the cantilever with zero intensity field outside, figure 5.3 and
5.4. However, it shall be noted that this integration is only valid within a
cantilever deflection of ± 8.55 µm which is the maximum displacement for
the cantilever to remain fully illuminated assuming the intensity of the light
reaches zero at 3 × wy2(l = 10 µm).

(A)

(B)

Figure D.2: Schematic drawing of the light path in the transmission mode.
The light travels across the air gap, continues into the cantilever and exits
the system on the opposite side. When the cantilever deflects less light is
coupled into the cantilever.
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In region 3 the light is assumed to follow the cantilever perfectly, even
when the cantilever is bent. This means that no losses are introduced and
that the intensity distribution is not altered but simply translated in the
vertical direction. In mathematical terms it can be expressed as∫ ρxcant

−ρxcant

∫ ∞

−∞
ψ3(x, y + d) dy =

∫ ρxcant

ρxcant

∫ ρy

−ρy

ψ3(x, y) dy

where ρxcant and ρy are the half width and half height of the cantilever
respectively and d is the cantilever displacement.

This assumption is valid since even a displacement of 5 µm of the 200 µm
long cantilever results in a radius of curvature of ∼ 4 mm. This is far above
the threshold value for introduction of significant bending losses, especially
with the large index step between the SU-8 core and the surrounding air.

Now, the two parts of αtrans are expressed as

αψ2/ψ3
=

∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ ψ2(x, y, l)ψ3(x, y + d) dxdy∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ ψ2

1(x, y) dxdy
(D.4)

and

αψ3/ψ5
=

∫ ρxwgout
−ρxwgout

∫ ρy

−ρy
ψ3(x, y)ψ5(x, y) dxdy∫ ρxcant

−ρxcant

∫∞
−∞ ψ2

3(x, y + d) dxdy
(D.5)

where ρxwgout and ρxcant are the half width of the output waveguide
and the cantilever respectively.

The denominator of (D.5) can be replaced from the definition above to
read

αψ3/ψ5
=

∫ ρxwgout
−ρxwgout

∫ ρy

−ρy
ψ3(x, y)ψ5(x, y) dxdy∫ ρxcant

−ρxcant

∫ ρy

−ρy
ψ2

3(x, y) dxdy
(D.6)

Finally, the whole expression of αtrans is

αtrans =

∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ ψ2(x, y, l)ψ3(x, y + d) dxdy∫∞
−∞

∫∞
−∞ ψ2

1(x, y) dxdy
×

×

∫ ρxwgout
−ρxwgout

∫ ρy

−ρy
ψ3(x, y)ψ5(x, y) dxdy∫ ρxcant

−ρxcant

∫ ρy

−ρy
ψ2

3(x, y) dxdy
(D.7)
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Cantilever processing

1. RELEASE LAYER

• ASE: Fluorocarbon deposition. 1 min 30 s, CF4 = 120 sccm,
p = 60 mTorr

2. CANTILEVER LAYER

• KS Spinner: SU-8 2005. 1st stage: 15 s @ 3 000 rpm and 400 rpm/s
2nd stage: 30 s @ 5 000 rpm and 600 rpm/s

• Hotplate: Soft bake. 5 min @ 60◦C and 10 min @ 90◦C

• KS Aligner: 30 s expo @ ci2, hard contact. Mask: Cantilever struc-
tures

• Hotplate: PEB. 10 min @ 60◦C and 10 min @ 90◦C

• Developer: PGMEA. 2 min in First and 2 min in Final, 1.5 rpm
stirring. Rinse with Iso-propanol

3. SUPPORT LAYER

• KS Spinner: SU-8 2075 in syringe. Use gyrset for spinner, t = 3 s,
p = 42 psi. 1st stage: 15 s @ 500 rpm and 100 rpm/s
2nd stage: 30 s @ 1 000 rpm and 200 rpm/s

• Hotplate: Soft bake. 15 min @ 60◦C and 30 min @ 90◦C

• KS Spinner: SU-8 2075 in syringe. Use gyrset for spinner, t = 3 s,
p = 42 psi. 1st stage: 15 s @ 500 rpm and 100 rpm/s
2nd stage: 30 s @ 1 000 rpm and 200 rpm/s

• Hotplate: Soft bake. 15 min @ 60◦C and 30 min @ 90◦C

• KS Aligner: 300 s expo @ ci2, soft contact. Multiple exposure:
6 × 50 s with 40 s intervals. Mask: Cantilever chips

• Hotplate: PEB. 20 min @ 60◦C and 45 min @ 90◦C
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• Developer: PGMEA. 20 min in First and 5 min in Final. Rinse
with Iso-propanol

4. RELEASE

• Lift chips off Si wafer with tweezers
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